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Protein and oil are the major chemical constituents of soybean seed that affect the quality of 
soyfood, feed, and oil products. Therefore, soybean cultivars with high protein and/or high oil are 
desirable for the soyfood and feed markets. Use of molecular-marker-assisted selection will 
facilitate the breeding process of such cultivar development. The objectives of this research were 
to identify new quantitative trait loci (QTL) and confirm previously reported QTL associated with 
seed protein and oil content by using simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers and single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) markers. Two recombinant inbred line (RIL) populations consisting of 242 
individuals from R05-1415 (high protein/low oil) x R05-638 (low protein/high oil) (population 1) 
and 214 individuals from R05-4256 (high oil/low protein) x V97-1346 (low oil/high protein) 
(population 2) were used in QTL mapping. F2 plants from the mapping populations were used for 
SSR/SNP genotyping. In the marker screening, 120 out of 626 SSR and 1652 out of 5361 SNP 
markers were polymorphic. The RILs from both populations were grown in a randomized 
complete block design in Argentina in 2010, Stuttgart and Keiser, AR in 2011 and 2012. Seed 
from F2:3, F2:4 and F2:5 lines were tested for protein and oil content by using near infrared 
transmittance technique based on 13% moisture. Protein and oil content in both RIL populations 
exhibited a typical normal distribution. Single marker analysis (SMA) and composite interval 
mapping (CIM) revealed two novel oil QTL on chromosomes 14 and 6 in population 2 which 
account for 17% and 13% of the oil content variation, respectively. A minor protein QTL was 
confirmed on chromosome 14. One major QTL with large effect was confirmed on chromosome 
20 across genetic populations, locations, and years; this QTL has opposite effects on seed protein 
and oil content. Eight new SNP markers flanking this QTL region on chromosome 20 were 
identified in population 2. These new and confirmed QTL along with linked molecular markers for 
 
 
seed protein and oil content can be used for marker-assisted selection for seed composition 
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 Soybean (Glycine max) is originated from China and now widely grown around the world as 
an important source of protein and oil for human and livestock consumption. The United States 
ranks the first in world soybean production followed by Argentina, Brazil, China, and India (Soy 
States, 2012). In 2011, 3.065 billion bushels of soybean were produced in the United States, 
accounting for 37% of the world’s soybean trade (Soy States, 2012). The exportation of the U.S. 
soybean to other countries was more than $21.5 billion in 2011 and the largest customer was China 
followed by Mexico, Japan and Indonesia (Soy States, 2012). Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska 
and Indiana were the leading states with 466.12, 416.42, 270.27, 258.41 and 238.05 million 
bushels of soybean produced in 2012, respectively (Soy States, 2012). Arkansas produced 124.26 
million bushels of soybean and ranked the 10
th
 in the nation in 2012 (Soy States, 2012).   
Soybean products and uses 
Soybean with high protein and oil content is processed for soyfood and cooking oil (Soyatech, 
2012). Soyfood are classified into two categories: non-fermented food including soymilk, tofu and 
tofu skin; and fermented food including natto, soy sauce, miso, tempeh, soy sauce and paste. 
Vegetable soybean, also called “edamame”, is a common dish or snack in China and Japan and it is 
becoming popular in the U.S. now. Edamame is nutritious in carbohydrates, protein, dietary fiber, 
and micronutrients and usually cooked in their fresh green state (NutritionData, 2010). Other 
industrial applications of soy protein include paints, inks, and pesticides. Soybean seeds, on 
average, contain 20% oil on dry weight basis which is a good source for cooking oil, biodiesel 
production, and pharmaceuticals usage. The remnant soy meal after oil extraction is used as 




Soybean seed composition 
Cultivated soybean (G.max) was derived from wild soybean, G.soja Sieb.& Zucc (Fukuda, 
1933; Hermann, 1962), in which the protein and oil content varies from 31% to 52% and 9% to 
12%, respectively (Hymowitz et al., 1972). Cultivated soybean contains approximately 40% 
protein, 20% oil, 35% carbohydrate, and 5% ash on dry weight basis (Soares et al., 2008). Every 
100g soybean contains around 5g sucrose, 3.3g stachyose and 1.6g raffinose, which are included in 
carbohydrate. The major mineral of soybean is composed of 1797mg potassium, 276mg calcium, 
28 mg Magnesium, 16g iron and 4.8mg zinc (Mateos-Aparicio et al., 2008) 
Soymilk and tofu 
Soymilk is white liquid with smooth, tasty flavor and it is originated from Asia. Every 3.5oz 
soymilk contains 6.28g carbohydrates, 3.99g sugars, 88.05g water and 3.27g protein with various 
kinds of amino acids such as tryptophan, threonine, isoleucine and methionine (USDA Nutrient 
Database, 2011). High protein soybean with larger seed size, free of chips or stains is a good 
source for soymilk and tofu production. Tofu was originally from China 2000 years ago (Zhang et 
al., 2009) and it is made by coagulating soymilk with salt or acid. Due to the tasty flavor of tofu, it 
is now becoming popular in western countries and its consumption in the U.S. has doubled every 3 
to 4 years (Soyinfor Center, 2012). Tofu is often used as a substitute of meat for vegetarians due to 
its high content of protein, B-vitamins, iron and calcium (Baik, 2003; Koury, 1968; Prabhakaran, 
2005; Wang et al., 1983). It is helpful to lower the risk of heart disease by taking 25g of soy protein 
a day (Zhang et al., 2009).  
Natto 
Natto is traditionally and widely consumed in Japan (Murooka and Yamashita, 2008) and it is 




2009). Associated with soy protein digestion, natto has special characters such as stickiness, taste 
and strong flavor. Natto contains most daily recommended nutrients such as protein and healthy 
polyunsaturated fat. In addition to its high nutrient value, natto is used for medical purposes. Natto 
has high content of vitamin K which is helpful in preventing osteoporosis; however, it is not 
broadly considered by patients because vitamin K decreases the antibody pharmaceutical function 
of warfarin coagulant (Homma et al., 2006). The enzyme pyrazine and serine protease in natto are 
helpful in reducing the blood clotting and avoiding thrombosis in human (Fujita, 1993). 
Soybean Protein 
The market for soy protein was not developed until 1950s, before which the primary economic 
value of soybean was oil. The extraction of soy protein is carried out with low pH extraction buffer. 
Defatted soy flour is mixed with enough water, followed by insoluble material removing. The left 
supernatant is acidified with a pH adjusted to 4-5 and the protein-curd is precipitated and separated 
by centrifuge. Before drying the soy protein, the curd is neutralized to form the sodium proteinate 
salt. The final soy protein concentrate is mixed with some amount of carbohydrates, fiber and ash. 
 The main storage protein, beta-conglycinin (7S globulin) and glycinin (11S globulin) in 
soybean, are accumulated in the 4-5 weeks of cell expansion after cell division is finished (Herman 
and Larkins, 1999; Thanh and Shibasaki, 1976; Roberts and Briggs, 1965). With high nutritional 
value, soybean is processed to commercial byproducts such as soy flour, protein concentrates, and 
protein isolates. It has been proved that dietary soybean protein plays an important role in 
preventing bone loss caused by ovarian hormone deficiency (Arjmandi et al., 1995). Other 







Soybean with high oil content is a good source for cooking oil and biodiesel production. 
Several methods can be used to extract soybean oil. The extraction method with hexane is the most 
common one in which cracked soybean with suitable moisture content is heated to 140 to 190 F 
followed by adding hexanes. Except for cooking purpose, refined oil is used as additives in 
printing inks and oil paints. In 2011, 56% of the world seed oil was from soybean and 33% of the 
production was from the United States (Soy State, 2012). Soy oil consists of 55% linoleic acid 
(18:2), 20% oleic acid (18:1), 13% palmitic acid (16:0), 8% linolenic acid (18:3) and 4% stearic 
acid (18:0) (Pham et al., 2010). High monounsaturated fatty acid (oleic acid) is valuable in soy oil 
to benefit human health and sustain oxidative stability (Ascherio and Willett, 1997; Raneses et al., 
1999). Alpha-linolenic acid can only be taken from food which is good for cardiac health (Ribeiro 
et al., 2010), however, it is susceptible to oxidation and will affect the oil quality; therefore, it 
stresses breeders to do selection on low linolenic acid soybean. It has been demonstrated that high 
and low protein soybean shows difference in seed oil accumulation in the last stage of seed 
development. Comparing to the oil difference, protein difference was shown at earlier stage 
(Bolon et al., 2010). 
Molecular markers in breeding 
In addition to high yield, breeding for different seed compositional traits for soyfood market is 
quite essential (Specht et al., 1999). Molecular markers such as restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP), simple sequence repeat (SSR), and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 
have been widely used to study the quantitative traits of soybean. 
RFLP belongs to the first-generation molecular marker which refers to the sample differences 




individuals are cut by restriction enzyme and different length of DNA pieces can be separated by 
gel electrophoresis. The first soybean linkage map was constructed with 150 RFLP markers in F2 
population derived from Glycine max x Glycine soja (Keim et al., 1990). Despite of the 
shortcomings of RFLP, including low polymorphism and low multiplex ratio in soybean, it is 
highly reproducible and inexpensive in genome mapping (Jones et al., 2009). A SSR marker 
representing the second-generation molecular markers, also known as microsatellite, is a small 
segment of DNA flanking or within genes. The typical heritable character of SSR markers is 
co-dominant which is used to detect the polymorphism of individuals on a gel system.  
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism is the representative of third-generation markers which is 
based on single nucleotide variation in DNA sequence of difference individuals. Compared to the 
first and second-generation markers, gene mapping with SNP markers is more efficient and can be 
used to test large numbers of samples within a short time. SNP data revealed 2.2 times more 
nucleotide diversity in non-coding genes than that in coding genes (Zhu et al., 2003). SNP markers 
have dense polymorphism in eukaryotes which indicate their high probability to be linked with 
target genes (Jones et al., 2009). 
Selection of soybean lines with high protein and/or high oil content requires the evaluation of 
breeding lines in different environments and measurements of seed protein and oil content. 
Traditional soybean breeding is based on phenotypic data and usually need 6-10 years to have a 
line released. The presence of given markers associated with a target trait indicates the existence of 
potential genes or QTL in the plant before the trait is expressed. Therefore, molecular markers can 
facilitate selection in early generations efficiently. The goal of breeding for desired lines can be 
met by improving genetic gain with stable markers. QTL along with linked markers from different 




Quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
A quantitative trait is controlled by polygenes which show additive effect on phenotype 
expression. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) refer to the genome regions containing genes which are 
associated with a quantitative trait. A total of 138 agronomic traits for soybean such as seed 
composition, disease resistance, and maturity have been reported and most of the molecular data 
has been updated in Soybase (Soybase, 2013).  
Protein and oil are two main traits in soybean controlled by QTL. According to the 
information on accessions of the USDA soybean germplasm collection (NGRP, 2001), the protein 
content in soybean seed varies from 347 to 552g kg
_1
 while the oil content varies from 165 to 287g 
kg
_1
 on dry weight basis. For breeding purpose, molecular markers have been identified and 
attempted in MAS for seed traits such as oil and seed size (Panthee et al., 2005).  
Seed protein and oil content of soybean show negative correlation because in syntheses there 
is competition for same basic substrate in biochemical pathways (Burton, 1987; Zhao et al., 2006). 
The high protein allele usually transmits with low oil and low yield alleles (Wilcox and Cavines, 
1995; Gill et al., 1993). Their negative correlation causes obstacles to increase both traits 
simultaneously. Therefore, identification of markers/QTL that have positive effects on both traits 
or that have independent effects on either traits are desirable (Panthee et al., 2005). 
QTL are rather difficult to confirm due to their genetic, environment and genetic by 
environment interactions. Beyond the environmental effect, genes controlling protein and oil can 
be easily affected by parental lines and population structure (Beavis, 1994). To maximize breeding 
efficiency, breeders need molecular markers as a tool to select high protein and/or high oil soybean 
lines in any environments and generations. Therefore, large segregating populations grown in 





Previous work  
Soybean breeding has successfully increased seed protein or oil content using phenotypic 
selection (Miller and Fehr, 1979; Brim and Burton, 1979; Burton and Brim, 1981). However, 
soybean protein is strongly and negatively correlated with oil content, therefore, it is only possible 
to increase the level of one trait at the expense of another (Brummer et al., 1997). Wild soybean 
Glycine soja had been used as high protein source in soybean breeding since 1940 (Sebolt et al., 
2000). In 2008, soybean line R95-1705 with high protein content and moderate yield was released 
(Chen et al., 2008). It is subsequently used by many breeders as a parent for soybean breeding. 
R95-1705 has high protein content with decreased oil content and lower yield as expected. 
According to the USDA Southern Regional Preliminary Group V test from 1999 to 2001, 
R95-1705 ranked first in protein content (Paris, 1999, 2000, 2001). Subsequently, high protein 
lines with improved yield have been released as germplasm (Chen et al., 2011). 
So far, a large number of QTL for seed protein and oil content have been identified. Diers et al. 
(1992) used PI468916 and A81-356022 as parents to develop recombinant inbred lines and found 
two protein QTL on chromosomes 20 (LG I) and 15 (LG E), which explained 24% and 17% 
variation in protein content, respectively. Brummer et al. (1997) mapped a protein QTL on 
chromosome 20 (LG I) by using the population derived from the cross with one parent containing 
25% of G.soja germplasm. By using the inbred lines developed from BARC 8 and Garimpo, 
Soares et al. (2008) mapped two protein QTL on chromosomes 15 (LG E) and 19 (LG L), which 
explained 9.9% and 7.11% of the protein content variation, respectively. Similar QTL for protein 
were also found by Sebolt et al. (2000) and Chung et al. (2003) in different genetic backgrounds. 




Satt239 on chromosome 20 (LG I). So far, most of the stable protein QTL identified and validated 
in different genetic backgrounds and environments are located on chromosome 20 (LG I) (Soybase, 
2013) 
With the population derived from Monsoy x Noir, Mansur et al. (1993) reported two oil QTL 
on chromosomes 8 (LG A2) and 9 (LG K). By using two populations derived from PI 97100 × 
Coker 237 and Young × PI 416 937, Lee et al. (1996) identified an oil QTL on chromosomes 4 (LG 
C1), 12(LG H), 15 (LG E), 16 (LG J) and 19 (LG L), respectively, as well as 3 oil QTL on 
chromosomes 17 (D2) and 18 (LG G), respectively. By using the population derived from Peking x 
Essex, Qiu et al. (1999) detected one protein and oil QTL on chromosome 12 (LG H), accounting 
for 21% of phenotypic variation. Chung et al., (2003) found that high protein QTL was associated 
with lower oil content, earlier maturity and lower yield. With the population derived from 
N87-984-16 x TN 93-99, Panthee et al. (2005) identified a new SSR marker Satt570 on 
chromosome 18 (LG G) associated with protein QTL, accounting for 20.2% variation in protein 
content. Also in this study, new SSR marker Satt274, Satt420, and Satt479 on chromosome 2 (LG 
D1b), 10 (LG O) and 10 (LG O) were identified and explained 9.4%-15% variation in oil content. 
Previously reported marker Satt317 on chromosome 12 (LG H) for oil QTL was confirmed.  
By using the population derived from Maple Belle x Proto, Csanadi et al. (2001) identified 
four SSR markers (Satt077, Sct_028, Satt567 and Satt196) on chromosomes 1(D1a),6 (C2), 7(M), 
9(K) associated with protein content and three SSR markers (Satt020, Satt196 and Satt562) on 
chromosomes 14(LG B2), 9(LG K), 20(LG I) associated with oil content. By using 150 SSR 
markers to analyze 96 soybean accessions form China, Korea and Japan, Jun et al. (2007) 
confirmed 11 QTL associated with soybean protein and reported two new SSR markers (Satt431 




Nichols et al. (2006) localized a protein and oil QTL between SSR marker Satt354 and AFLP 
marker ACG9b on chromosome 20 (LG I). 
Although, many protein and oil QTL have been identified in different environments and 
genetic backgrounds, research on confirmation of the reported QTL is very limited (Fasoula et al., 
2004). In this study, SSR markers mapped on public map and SNP markers (Cregan et al., 1999; 
Wang, 2012, unpublished) were used for protein and oil QTL mapping in two different 
populations and five environments. 
Association with other traits 
High protein and/or high oil content soybean with high yield and other desired traits are 
valuable for soyfood market. Therefore, identification of independent QTL associated with protein 
or oil that does not have negative effect on yield or other traits is valuable. It was reported that 
protein and oil content have negative effect on yield (Malik et al., 2006). However, Chung et al. 
(2003) reported that seed oil content shows positive effect on yield while seed protein content 
shows negative effect. Eskandari et al. (2013) showed that oil content has negative effect on plant 
height, days to maturity and lodging, while protein showed positive correlation with these traits. 
Nichols et al. (2006) found that higher protein content showed decreased oil content, earlier 
maturity, lower yield and smaller seed.  Hymowitz et al. (1972) indicated that protein has negative 
correlation with total sugar content in soybean while oil showed positive correlation with it. 
The correlations between seed protein, oil content, yield and other traits are complex and are 
related to biosynthetic pathways. Therefore, breeding for soybean lines with desired protein and/or 
oil content with marker-assisted selection is valuable. 
Project objectives 




breeding for soybean lines with high protein and/or oil content is valuable. To overcome the 
negative correlation of protein and oil, it is important to identify independent QTL for protein and 
oil. By far, approximately 120 and 130 QTL associated with soybean protein and oil content have 
been reported, respectively (Qi et al., 2011; Soybase, 2013, Eskandari, 2013). However, most of 
them are not stable across environmental and genetic backgrounds. Therefore, the objectives of 
this study are to confirm previously reported markers/QTL and identify new independent 
marker/QTL associated with protein and/or oil content by using SSR and SNP markers in different 
genetic populations and environments. It is anticipated that QTL along with tightly linked markers 






Table 1. Previouly reported molecular markers/QTL associated with seed protein content of 
soybean. cM= centimorgans 
 
Genetic position 












N 75.49 77.49 Satt255 N87-984-16/TN93-99 




D2 79.19 81.19 Satt461 N87-984-16/TN93-99 




E 29.89 31.89 A454_1 PI 97100/Coker 237 









A1 41.41 43.41 R183_1 PI27890/PI290136 Lark et al. 1994 
Oil/Prot 
1-1 
A1 43.4 45.4 R183_1 PI27890/PI290136 Lark et al. 1994 
Oil/Prot 
1-1 
U7 67.55 72.95 R183_1 PI27890/PI290136 Lark et al. 1994 
Oil/Prot 
1-2 
M 37.98 39.98 R079_1 PI27890/PI290136 Lark et al. 1994 
Oil/Prot 
1-2 
M 49 51 R079_1 PI27890/PI290136 Lark et al. 1994 
Oil/Prot 
1-2 
U11 53.55 63.65 R079_1 PI27890/PI290136 Lark et al. 1994 
Prot 1-1 I 20 
30.4.0
0 
K011_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-1 I 22.5 24.5 K011_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-1 I 37.06 39.06 K011_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-2 I 22.6 24.6 A407_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-2 I 30.4 38.95 A407_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-2 I 38.4 40.4 A407_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-3 I 16.75 24.75 A144_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-3 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-3 I 31.42 33.42 A144_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-4 I 16.75 24.75 A688_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-4 I 17.2 19.2 A688_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-4 I 31.4 33.4 A688_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-5 E 0 3.1 SAC7_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-5 E 5.3 7.3 SAC7_1 A81356022/PI468917 Diers et al. 1993 
Prot 1-5 E 19.4 21.4 SAC7_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-6 B2  21.3 23.3 A242_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 




Prot 1-6 P  36.8 43.7 A242_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-7 L 35.7 37.7 A023_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-7 L 44.1 46.1 A023_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-7 L 46 50.85 A023_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-8 G 88.97 90.97 A245_2 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-8 G 131.4 133.4 A245_2 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 10-1 I 6.1 8.1 Satt127 G.max/G.soja Sebolt et al. 2000 
Prot 10-1 I 14.5 16.5 Satt127 G.max/G.soja Sebolt et al. 2000 
Prot 10-1 I 34.35 36.35 Satt127 G.max/G.soja Sebolt et al. 2000 
Prot 11-1 I 11.3 13.3 A144_1 Parker/G.soja Sebolt et al. 2000 
Prot 11-1 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 Parker/G.soja Sebolt et al. 2000 
Prot 11-1 I 31.42 33.42 A144_1 Parker/G.soja Sebolt et al. 2000 
Prot 12-1 A1 80.2 82.2 B170_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-1 A1 86.3 88.3 B170_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-1 A1 93.92 95.92 B170_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-2 C1 25 27 K001_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-2 C1 32.3 34.3 K001_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-2 C1 44.9 46.9 K001_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-3 K 39.86 41.86 Satt178 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-3 K 46.7 48.7 Satt178 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-3 K 54.1 56.1 Satt178 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-4 M 32.5 34.5 Satt567 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-4 M 37.2 39.2 Satt567 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-4 M 40 42 Satt567 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-5 O 70.1 72.1 Satt478 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-5 O 80.7 82.7 Satt478 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 12-5 O 82.1 84.1 Satt478 Minsoy/Noir 1 Specht et al. 2001 
Prot 13-1 D1a  76.5 78.5 Satt077 Ma.Belle/Proto 





86.9 88.9 Satt077 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 




Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 13-2 C2 167.3 169.3 Sct_029 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 13-3 M 32.5 34.5 Satt567 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 13-3 M 40 42 Satt567 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 




Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 13-4 K 163.8 165.8 Satt196 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 14-1 A2 149 151 Ti M91-212006/SZG9652 
Vollmann et al. 
2002 





Prot 15-1 I 36.4 36.94 Satt496 A3733/PI437088A Chung et al. 2003 
Prot 16-1 B1  35.48 37.48 Satt251 Essex/Essex 
Chapman et al. 
2003 

























Gong 503  
Prot 17-3 E 18.8 200 Satt384 
Misuzudaizu/Moshidou 
Gong 503  
Prot 17-4 A2 48.5 49.5 I 
Misuzudaizu/Moshidou 
Gong 503  
Prot 17-5 A1 90.3 94.3 I 
Misuzudaizu/Moshidou 
Gong 503  
Prot 17-6 L 52.14 56.14 I 
Misuzudaizu/Moshidou 
Gong 503  
Prot 19-1 C1 47.08 75.08 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer 
Stombaugh et al. 
2004 
Prot 2-1 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-1 A1 92.59 94.59 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-1 U7 1.3 9.4 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-2 L 91 93 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-2 L 107.7 109.7 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-2 U14 18.75 23.45 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-3 A1 23.5 25.5 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-3 A1 29.28 31.28 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-3 U7 81.1 83.6 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 20-1 G 11.74 13.74 Satt570 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Prot 21-1 A2 144.6 
146.5
7 
Satt409 BSR 101/LG82-8379 




H 85.49 86.49 Satt142 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 




21-11 6 2004 
Prot 21-2 C1 122.8 
124.7
9 
Satt338 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 21-3 C2 97.07 99.07 Satt363 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 21-4 D1b 36.07 38.07 Satt157 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 21-5 O 4.44 6.44 Satt358 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 21-6 F  70.41 72.41 Satt510 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 21-8 B2  54.2 56.2 Satt168 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 21-9 N 74.91 76.91 Satt339 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 24-1 C2 117.8 121.3 Satt277 Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 24-2 F  79.7 99.7 Satt539 Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 24-3 K 5.8 25.8 
Satt102/
Satt539 
Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 24-4 M 35.85 50.1 
Satt463/
Satt540 
Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 25-1 B1  46.38 58.91 
Satt197/
Satt560 
Kefeng No. 1/Nannong 
1138-2 
Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 25-1 B2  96.91 98.91 
Satt197/
Satt560 
Kefeng No. 1/Nannong 
1138-2 
Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 25-2 B1  58.91 59.1 A520_1 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 25-3 D1b 7.63 9.63 A725_1 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 26-1 A2 53.91 55.91 Satt187 RG10/OX948 




B2  92.48 94.48 Satt063 RG10/OX948 












G 3.53 5.53 Satt309 RG10/OX948 




F  2.35 4.35 Satt569 RG10/OX948 




G 42.38 44.38 Satt394 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et al. 
2006 
Prot 26-2 D2 78.23 80.23 Satt389 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et al. 
2006 
Prot 26-3 I 17.5 19.5 Satt571 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et al. 
2006 
Prot 26-4 I 20.9 22.9 Satt419 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et al. 
2006 









Reinprecht et al. 
2006 




Reinprecht et al. 
2006 
Prot 26-8 G 42.38 44.38 Satt394 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et al. 
2006 
Prot 26-9 I 85.73 87.73 Satt162 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et al. 
2006 
Prot 27-1 D1b 70.65 75.66 Satt537 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
Prot 27-2 E 44.93 45.4 Satt151 
Charleston/Dongnong 
595  
Prot 27-3 E 44.93 45.77 Satt151 
Charleston/Dongnong 
596  
















Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-1 A2 139.7 141.7 A505_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-10 G 96.24 98.24 A235_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-10 G 142.4 144.4 A235_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-11 H 30.9 32.9 A069_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-11 H 32.17 34.17 A069_1 M82806/HHP 





42.55 45.65 A069_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-12 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-12 I 31.42 33.42 A144_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-2 B1  23.7 25.7 A109_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 








27.05 30.5 A109_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-3 C1 89.7 91.7 A063_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-3 C1 125.2 127.2 A063_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-4 D1a  5.43 7.43 A398_1 M82806/HHP 





-1 1 A398_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-5 D1a  39.8 41.8 A691_1 M82806/HHP 





35.6 37.6 A691_1 M82806/HHP 





42.65 55 A691_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-6 E 29.88 31.88 B174_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-6 E 38.1 40.1 B174_1 M82806/HHP 





21.05 23.9 B174_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-7 F  46.63 48.63 K002_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-7 F  53.4 55.4 K002_1 M82806/HHP 





77.35 80.3 K002_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-8 G 66.53 68.53 A816_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-8 G 94.7 96.7 A816_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-9 G 66.7 68.7 A890_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-9 G 94.7 96.7 A890_1 M82806/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 




Prot 4-1 C1 160.1 162.1 gc197_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-1 C1.2 54.25 73.45 gc197_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-10 B2  24.4 26.4 B142_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-10 B2  42.6 45.6 B142_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-10 P  6.7 22.45 B142_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-11 B2  27.4 29.4 A352_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-11 B2  28.19 30.19 A352_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 







A199_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-13 E 44 46 cr274_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 




30.55 34.8 cr274_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-2 C1 125.5 127.5 EV3_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-2 C1 126.2 2000 EV3_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-2 C1.2 73.45 91.05 EV3_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-3 C1 96 98 A338_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-3 C1 126.2 2300 A338_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-3 C1.2 91.05 105.9 A338_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-4 C1 20.04 22.04 A463_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-4 C1 32.1 34.1 A463_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-4 C1.1 0 5.4 A463_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-5 E 0 1.05 A517_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-5 E 25.02 27.02 A517_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-5 E 32.7 34.7 A517_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-6 E 1.05 8.95 cr167_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-6 E 26.3 28.3 cr167_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-6 E 34.4 36.4 cr167_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-7 J 26.63 28.63 B166_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-7 J 47.7 49.7 B166_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-7 J.1 4.05 25.15 B166_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-8 N 26.8 28.8 A071_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-8 N 29.35 31.35 A071_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-8 N.1 13.4 30.2 A071_4 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-9 N 29.5 31.5 gc34_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-9 N 33.4 35.4 gc34_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-9 N.1 30.2 45.45 gc34_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-1 E 29.9 31.9 A454_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-1 E 38.1 40.1 A454_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-2 H 85.8 87.8 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-2 H 94 162 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-2 H.1 0 17.25 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-3 K 52.9 54.9 A065_3 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-3 K 79.9 81.9 A065_3 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 




Prot 5-4 K 34 36 R051_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 6-1 H 2.75 38.35 B072_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-1 H 123.1 
125.0
5 
B072_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-1 H 137.1 139.1 B072_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-2 F  104.8 
106.8
4 
B148_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-2 F  154.8 156.8 B148_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 7-1 M 32.7 34.7 R079_1 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-1 M 37.98 39.98 R079_1 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-1 M 49 51 R079_1 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-2 C1 55.5 57.5 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-2 C1 64.08 66.08 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-2 C1 73 75 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 8-1 L 65.5 67.5 Satt166 Noir 1/ Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 8-1 L 80.1 82.1 Satt166 Noir 1/ Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 8-1 L 87.6 89.6 Satt166 Noir 1/ Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 9-1 A1 79.2 81.2 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 9-1 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 9-1 A1 92.59 94.59 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 9-2 C1 -1 1 
SOYGP
ATR 
Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 9-2 C1 9.34 11.34 
SOYGP
ATR 
Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 9-2 C1 20 22 
SOYGP
ATR 





































E 45.09 45.77 Satt117 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
* All the data was based on Soybase, 2013 















Marker Parents Reference 
cqOil-00
1 
C1 89.7 91.7 A063-1 PI 97100/Coker 237 




H 85.8 87.8 A566_2 PI 97100/Coker 237 




L 30.6 34.5 Satt398 PI 97100/Coker 237 




I 35.4 37.4 Satt496 PI 97100/Coker 237 
Fasoula et al. 
2004 





Mansur et al. 
1993 





Mansur et al. 
1993 





Mansur et al. 
1993 
Oil 1-2 K 2.4 28.7 A315_1/BCl  PI27890/PI290136 
Mansur et al. 
1993 
Oil 1-2 K 9.5 35.8 A315_1/BCl  PI27890/PI290136 
Mansur et al. 
1993 
Oil 1-2 L9  5.3 31.6 A315_1/BCl  PI27890/PI290136 
Mansur et al. 
1993 
Oil 10-1 A1 79.2 81.2 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 10-1 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 10-1 A1 92.6 94.6 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 11-1 I 11.3 13.3 A144_1 G.max/G.soja Sebolt et al. 
Oil 11-1 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 G.max/G.soja Sebolt et al. 
Oil 11-1 I 31.4 33.4 A144_1 G.max/G.soja Sebolt et al. 
Oil 12-1 I 11.3 13.3 A144_1 Parker/G.soja Sebolt et al. 
Oil 12-1 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 Parker/G.soja Sebolt et al. 
Oil 12-1 I 31.4 33.4 A144_1 Parker/G.soja Sebolt et al. 
Oil 13-1 A1 80.2 82.2 B170_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-1 A1 86.3 88.3 B170_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-1 A1 93.9 95.9 B170_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-2 D1a  68.9 70.9 Satt468 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 











88.5 90.5 Satt468 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-3 F  70.4 72.4 Satt510 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-3 F  81.3 83.3 Satt510 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-3 F  114 116 Satt510 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-4 I 22.4 24.4 BLT002_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-4 I 31.7 33.7 BLT002_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-4 I 34.2 36.2 BLT002_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-5 I 109 111 L026_2 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-5 I 111 113 L026_2 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 13-5 I 118 120 L026_2 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 14-1 B2  71.1 73.1 Satt020 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 14-1 B2  87.6 89.6 Satt020 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 14-2 K 104 106 Satt196 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 14-2 K 164 166 Satt196 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 14-3 I 1 3 Satt562 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 14-3 I 
21.8
4 
23.84 Satt562 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 15-1 I 36.4 36.9 Satt496 A3733/PI437088A 
Chung et al. 
2003 
Oil 16-1 A2 63.3 71.3 A111_1 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503  
Oil 16-2 B2  99.1 110 A519_1 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503  
Oil 16-3 I 34.4 36.4 Satt127 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503  
Oil 16-4 J 27.1 29.1 K384_1 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503  
Oil 16-5 M 107 109 Satt250 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido




Oil 19-1 D1b 115 117 Satt274 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Oil 19-2 H 88.5 90.5 Satt317 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Oil 19-3 O 49.7 54.2 Satt420 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Oil 2-1 I 22.5 24.5 K011_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-1 I 28 30.4 K011_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-1 I 37.1 39.1 K011_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-2 I 22.6 24.6 A407_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-2 I 30.4 39 A407_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-2 I 38.4 40.4 A407_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-3 E 8.55 14.6 Pb A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-3 E 12.6 14.6 Pb A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-3 E 21.9 23.9 Pb A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-4 E 29.9 31.9 A454_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-4 E 34 37.7 A454_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-4 E 38.1 40.1 A454_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-5 E 0 3.1 SAC7_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-5 E 5.3 7.3 SAC7_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-5 E 19.4 21.4 SAC7_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-6 B2  21.3 23.3 A242_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-6 B2  32.1 34.1 A242_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-6 P  36.8 43.7 A242_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-7 L 35.7 37.7 A023_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-7 L 44.1 46.1 A023_1 A81356022/ PI468916 





Oil 2-7 L 46 50.85 A023_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-8 E 27.3 29.3 K229_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-8 E 29.8 34 K229_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-8 E 35.4 37.4 K229_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-9 E 33.6 35.6 A203_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-9 E 40.9 42.9 A203_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 2-9 E 46.8 61.1 A203_1 A81356022/ PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992C 
Oil 20-1 C1 123 125 Satt338 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Oil 20-2 D1b 36.1 38.1 Satt157 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Oil 20-3 J 24.5 26.5 Satt285 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 





Hyten et al. 
2004 




Hyten et al. 
2004 




Hyten et al. 
2004 




Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 23-5 L 91.1 102 Satt229 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 23-6 M 35.9 49.9 Satt540 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 24-1 A2 14 16 Sct_067 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-10 D1a  68.9 70.9 Satt468 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-11 B1  36.5 46.4 Satt251 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-12 G 58 63 Sat_088 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-13 N 31.8 33.8 Satt530 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-14 B1  80.3 82.3 Sat_095 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-15 A1 91.2 94.2 
Bng077_1/ 
Satt511 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-16 A1 28.1 30.3 
A329_2/ 
Satt454 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-17 B2  69 78.7 
Sat_009/ 
Sat_083 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-18 C1 5.36 15.7 
A351_2/ 
Satt690 




Oil 24-19 D1a  56.4 59 
Satt203/ 
Satt254 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-2 O 4.44 6.44 Satt358 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-20 D1a  68.6 72.3 
Satt198/ 
Satt439 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-21 D1a  85.5 91.3 
Sat_414/ 
Sat305 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-22 D2 75.3 80.2 
Sat_292/ 
Satt461 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-23 E 22.8 28.3 
K229_1/OP_M
12b 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-24 E 28.3 35.8 
K229_1/ 
Satt573 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-25 F  1.09 3.04 
M8E6mr1/ 
Satt343 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-26 G 65.6 73.4 
A073_1/ 
Sat_143 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-27 G 94.4 96.6 
Satt191/ 
Sct_199 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-28 H 86.5 90.3 
A748_2/ 
Satt142 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-29 I 30.6 34.7 
A352_2/ 
B214_2 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-3 D1b 116 137 Satt271 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-30 I 36 49.3 
Sat_105/ 
Sat_219 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-31 K 97.1 107 M7E8mr3 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-32 L 33.7 36 
Satt497/ 
Satt613 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-33 L 90.3 95.4 
A489_1/ 
DUBC015 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-34 N 92.6 102 
Satt022/ 
Satt257 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-4 F  11.4 16.1 Satt252 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-5 N 28.5 32.8 
Satt009/Satt53
0 
Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-6 I 49.1 51.1 Satt270 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-7 L 67.3 69.3 Sat_113 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-8 D2 84.2 92.1 Sat_114 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 24-9 L 30.6 31.2 Satt398 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 25-1 B2  115 117 B221_1 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Oil 25-2 M 39.4 41.4 A060_2 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Oil 25-3 N/A N/A N/A AACCAA08 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Oil 25-4 N/A N/A N/A AACCAA09 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Oil 26-1 D1b 7.63 9.63 A725_1 







Oil 27-1 C2 107 109 Satt277 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-10 G 47.8 49.8 Satt394 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-11 N/A N/A N/A Lox3 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-12 N/A N/A N/A UBC300-800 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-2 E 31.3 33.3 Satt212 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-3 I 17.5 19.5 Satt571 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-4 I 49.1 51.1 Satt270 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-5 L 13 15 Satt182 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-6 C2 112 114 Satt489 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-7 I 27 29 Satt367 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-8 I 57.8 59.8 Satt049 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 27-9 I 85.7 87.7 Satt162 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al.2006 
Oil 28-1 B2  72.2 75.4 Satt556 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
Oil 28-2 N 91.6 103 Satt257 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
Oil 28-3 N 101 115 Satt022 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
Oil 28-4 N/A N/A N/A Sat_001 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
Oil 3-1 L 91 93 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-1 L 108 110 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-1 U14 18.8 23.5 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-2 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-2 A1 92.6 94.6 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-2 U7 1.3 9.4 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-3 A1 23.5 25.5 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 





Oil 3-3 A1 29.3 31.3 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-3 U7 81.1 83.6 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 4-1 A1 52.4 54.4 K400_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-1 A1 52.6 54.6 K400_1 M82807/HHP 





80.6 85.3 K400_1 M82808/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-10 H 30.9 32.9 A069_1 M82809/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-10 H 32.2 34.2 A069_1 M82810/HHP 





42.6 45.7 A069_1 M82811/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-11 K 97.9 99.9 K387_1 M82812/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-11 K 171 173 K387_1 M82813/HHP 





231 239 K387_1 M82814/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-2 A1 72.1 74.1 A975_1 M82815/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-2 A1 74.4 76.4 A975_1 M82816/HHP 





95.2 104 A975_1 M82817/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-3 A1 89.1 91.1 A104_1 M82818/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-3 A1 91.3 93.3 A104_1 M82819/HHP 





122 123 A104_1 M82820/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-4 A2 131 133 A505_1 M82821/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-4 A2 140 142 A505_1 M82822/HHP 





195 211 A505_1 M82823/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-5 B1  23.7 25.7 A109_1 M82824/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-5 B1  28.2 30.2 A109_1 M82825/HHP 





27.1 30.5 A109_1 M82826/HHP 





Oil 4-6 C2 96.2 98.2 L148_1 M82827/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-6 C2 121 123 L148_1 M82828/HHP 





128 133 L148_1 M82829/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-7 G 64.6 66.6 A584_1 M82830/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-7 G 93.6 95.6 A584_1 M82831/HHP 









Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-8 G 66.5 68.5 A816_1 M82833/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-8 G 94.7 96.7 A816_1 M82834/HHP 





115 119 A816_1 M82835/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-9 G 66.7 68.7 A890_1 M82836/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 4-9 G 94.7 96.7 A890_1 M82837/HHP 





115 119 A890_1 M82838/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Oil 5-1 E 8.95 18.5 A069_2 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-1 E 22.7 24.7 A069_2 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-1 E 30.6 32.6 A069_2 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-2 J 56.2 58.2 B122_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-2 J 90.2 92.2 B122_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-2 J.1 26.2 44.2 B122_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-3 L 35.7 37.7 A023_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-3 L 44.1 46.1 A023_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-3 L 52.9 55.6 A023_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-4 D2 78.4 80.4 cr142_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-4 D2 97.8 99.8 cr142_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-4 R 14.8 14.9 cr142_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-5 D2 72.5 74.5 K258_2 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-5 D2 88.3 90.3 K258_2 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-5 R 0 7.35 K258_2 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-6 D2 78.6 80.6 cr326_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-6 D2 98 100 cr326_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 5-6 R 7.35 14.8 cr326_1 Young/PI416937 
 
Oil 6-1 C1 89.7 91.7 A063_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-1 C1 125 127 A063_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-1 C1.2 0 18.9 A063_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 








0 4.85 A235_4 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-4 G 96.7 98.7 L002_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-4 G 143 145 L002_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-5 H 85.8 87.8 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-5 H 94 162 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 6-5 H.1 0 
17.25.
00 
A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Oil 7-1 H 2.75 38.4 B072_1 Peking/ Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Oil 7-1 H 123 125 B072_1 Peking/ Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Oil 7-1 H 137 139 B072_1 Peking/ Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Oil 8-1 A1 83.3 85.3 Satt174 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 8-1 A1 87.6 89.6 Satt174 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 8-1 A1 88.7 90.7 Satt174 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 8-2 C1 -1 1 SOYGPATR Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 8-2 C1 9.34 11.3 SOYGPATR Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 8-2 C1 20 22 SOYGPATR Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-1 C1 -1.1 1.1 SOYGPATR Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-1 C1 9.34 11.3 SOYGPATR Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-1 C1 20 22 SOYGPATR Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-2 C2 28.2 30.2 Satt432 Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-2 C2 37.1 39.1 Satt432 Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-2 C2 42.4 44.4 Satt432 Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-3 L 94.4 96.4 A489_1 Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-3 L 110 112 A489_1 Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil 9-3 L 114 116 A489_1 Noir 1/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Oil/Prot 
1-1 
A1 41.4 43.4 R183_1 PI27890/PI290136 




A1 43.4 45.4 R183_1 PI27890/PI290136 




U7 67.6 73 R183_1 PI27890/PI290136 




M 38 40 R079_1 PI27890/PI290136 




M 49 51 R079_1 PI27890/PI290136 




U11 53.6 63.7 R079_1 PI27890/PI290136 











C2 113 126 Satt134 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  



















E 45.1 45.8 Satt117 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594  
* All the data was based on Soybase, 2013 

































Protein and oil are two primary traits in soybean which affect the quality of soyfood, feed, and 
oil products. The objectives of this research are to identify putative quantitative trait loci (QTL) 
and confirm previously reported QTL for seed protein. Crosses were made between two high 
protein and two low protein lines, R05-1415 x R05-638 designated as population 1 and V97-1346 
x R05-4256 as population 2. A total of 242 and 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) were 
developed for QTL mapping in populations 1 and 2, respectively. F2 plants from the mapping 
populations were genotyped by SSR and/or SNP markers; F2-derived lines were evaluated for seed 
protein at 3 locations in 3 years. A total of 120 polymorphic SSR markers and 526 polymorphic 
SNP markers were used to construct linkage maps. One major protein QTL on chromosome 20 
was confirmed in both populations across all 5 environments, accounting for 25-38% variation in 
phenotype content. A minor protein QTL on chromosome 14 was confirmed in population 2, 
accounting for 11% variation in protein content. These confirmed QTL along with linked 
SSR/SNP markers from this study will facilitate marker assisted selection for seed protein content 






Soybean seed contain, on average, 40% protein, 20% oil, 35% carbohydrate and 5% minerals 
on dry weight basis (Wilson, 2004). The high protein and oil content of soybean make it a valuable 
source for soyfood, feed, and oil production. For example, soybean is used as a primary source of 
protein for animal feed, which play an important role in U.S. agriculture (Kerley et al., 2006). 
Soyfood industry also depends on soybean for raw materials. High protein content soybean is 
preferred for making tofu, soymilk, and soy flour (Liu, 1997). On the other hand, oil is important in 
other applications of soybean such as additives in ink, cosmetics, and paints in industry.  
Due to the nutritional and economic value of soybean protein, attempts have been made to 
increase protein content in soybean seeds. The protein content of soybean varies from 34.7 to 55.2% 
while oil content varies from 6.5 to 28.7% on dry weight basis (Chung et al., 2003). There is a 
strong negative correlation between the two traits (Burton, 1987). However, the large variation for 
both protein and oil content in soybean germplasm make it possible to develop high protein lines 
without significantly decreasing the oil content. Traditional soybean breeding is primarily based 
on phenotypic selection which is time consuming and labor intensive. With the advancement of 
molecular technology, marker assisted selection (MAS), on the other hand, provides a useful tool 
to facilitate the breeding process. MAS can be independent of time and locations, handle a large 
number of samples, and therefore improve the efficiency of a breeding program (Chapman et al., 
2003). 
A large number of protein QTL have been identified by researchers and can be used for MAS 
in breeding programs. For example, Diers et al. (1992) mapped two major QTL associated with 
protein content by using RFLP markers in the population derived from PI468916 and A81-356022. 




QTL on chromosome 15 (LG E) accounted for 17% variation in protein content. Nichols et al. 
(2006) also found a protein and oil QTL between SSR marker Satt354 and AFLP marker ACG9b 
on chromosome 20. Jun et al. (2007) confirmed 11 QTL for protein using association mapping 
with 96 soybean accessions form China, Korea and Japan. So far, around 120 protein QTL have 
been reported (Qi et al., 2011; Soybase, 2013), among which, one of the most stable QTL is 
located in the region near SSR markers Satt571 and Satt292 on chromosome 20 (Rodrigues et al., 
2010; Jun et al., 2007; Nichols et al., 2006; Chung et al., 2003; Specht et al., 2001; Sebolt et al., 
2000; Diers et al., 1991.) 
However, most of the reported QTL are genetic background specific and/or environment 
sensitive. Research to confirm the reported QTL is very limited (Pantalone et al., 2004). Finding 
common and stable QTL for protein will be very helpful to breeders in developing high protein 
soybean lines with MAS. Therefore, the objectives of this research were to detect new QTL and 
confirm previously reported QTL for seed protein content in diverse populations and 





MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Population development and field experiment. 
A total of 242 and 214 RILs derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 (population 1) and R05-4256 
x V97-1346 (population 2), respectively, segregating for protein content were used for QTL 
mapping. R05-1415 and V97-1346 are high protein lines (around 42% on 13% moisture basis) 
derived from MFS-591 x V96-4486 and V86-815 x Md87L-0198, respectively. R05-4256 and 
R05-638 are low protein lines (around 36% on 13% moisture basis) derived from R98-2390F x 
98601 and R98-2390F x R96-1559, respectively. 
The two crosses were made in 2008 at the University of Arkansas Agricultural Experiment 
Station in Fayetteville, AR.  F1 plants were grown in Fayetteville, AR in the summer of 2009. F2 
plants were grown in eight 20-foot rows with approximately 1600 plants in Fayetteville, AR in the 
summer of 2010. Leaf samples were collected from 250 F2 randomly selected plants from each 
population. A sample of 50-100 seeds from each selected F2 plant was sent to a winter nursery in 
Argentina in 2010 where F2:3 lines were grown in 3-meter rows with 0.76-meter row spacing. A 
total of 244 and 215 F2:3 lines were individually harvested and used for QTL mapping. 
For the field experiment, F2:4 lines were grown in Stuttgart, AR and Kaiser, AR in 10-foot 
row plots with 2 replications in the summer of 2011 and each plot was bulk harvested in the fall. 
F2:5 lines were grown in the summer of 2012 in the same two locations with 2 replications to get 
sufficient phenotypic data for QTL mapping. Seeds (25g) from F2:3, F2:4, F2:5 lines were used for 
protein analysis. 
DNA isolation 
Trifoliate leaves were collected from parental lines and F2 plants in Fayetteville, AR. They 




method was used to isolate DNA (Doyle and Doyle., 1990). Leaf tissues were ground with liquid 
nitrogen to fine powder with a mortar and pestle. CTAB extraction buffer was added to the leaf 
powder to incubate at 65 ℃ for 1 h, followed by adding chloroform: isoamyl alcohol 24:1 to 
remove protein in the sample. DNA was suspended in TE buffer after being precipitated and 
washed with 95% ethanol. DNA concentration was tested in a fluorospectrophotometer by using 
1ul of the resuspended solution (Nanodrop®). The final concentration of DNA used for PCR was 
adjusted to 20 ng/ul with dd H2O 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and simple sequence repeat (SSR) genotyping 
PCR amplification was performed in a 96-well or 384-well plate in an iCycler Thermal Cycler 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). The 15.2 ul of PCR mixture consists of 4ul of 
template DNA (20ng/ul), 0.2 ul of Taq polymerase (Promega), 1.0ul of 0.5 forward and reverse 
primer mix, 0.9 ul dNTP mixture ( 2.5 mM), 1.8ul MgCl2 (2.5 mM), and 4.3ul dd H2O. The 
amplification procedure was (i) 4 min at 94 ℃, followed by 33 cycles of 25 s at 94 ℃ for 
denaturation, (ii) 25 s at 47 ℃ for annealing, (iii) 25 s at 68 ℃ for extension, and 5 min at 72 ℃ for 
final extension (Panthee et al., 2005). 
PCR products were separated on 6% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) consisting 
of 6% bis-acrylamide, 0.5931% TBE buffer, 0.07% APS, and 0.035% TEMED. After pre-running 
for 1h with 50ul of ethidium bromide (10 mg mL
-1
) in electrophoresis,  the PCR products were run 
for another 2 hours at a constant 350 V. Bands were visualized under UV light (Panthee et al., 
2005). Parents of R05-1415 x R05-638 and R05-4256 x V97-1346 were screened with 626 
selected SSR markers covering all 20 linkage groups (LG). Markers that showed polymorphism 
between parental genotypes were used to screen F2 plants. F2 individuals were scored as “A” when 




individuals were scored as “B” when they carry the allele from the low protein parents (R05-638 
and R05-4256) and heterozygous individuals with an allele from both parents were scored as “AB”. 
Markers were randomly chosen from the public map at every 3-5 cM on each linkage group (LG) 
to provide sufficient coverage of the 20 LG (Cregan et al., 1999). In addition, previously reported 
SSR markers associated with protein and oil QTL were also used to screen the parental lines for 
QTL mapping purpose (Soares et al., 2008; Kabelka et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2003; Panthee et 
al., 2008).  
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping 
In order to generate more genotypic data for QTL mapping, DNA samples from 92 F2 
individuals representing the whole range of variation in protein content in population 2 along with 
2 sets of parental lines were used for SNP genotyping by Illumina Infinium® HD Beadchip on 
Illumina IScan (Illumina, San Diego, CA) in the Soybean Breeding and Genetic Lab of Michigan 
State University, the result was recorded by illumina’s BeadStudioTM software. The genotyping 
data were recorded in the same fashion as indicated in the SSR marker genotyping method. 
Data analysis 
Protein content was measured by Infratec 1255 Food & Feed analyzer (Foss®) based on 13% 
moisture in Soybean Breeding and Genetic Lab at the University of Missouri, Delta center. The 
Infratec analyzer is based on near infrared transmittance technique and is used to test the 
constituents of whole grains (Panthee et al., 2005). Protein data from 3 years and 3 locations (5 
environments) were analyzed for correlation between environments and normality of distribution 
by JMP Pro 10 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The sources of variances for phenotypic data included 
location, year, replication within location, genotype, genotype x location, genotype x year, and 






















G  represents the variance based on genotype, σ
2
GL/l represents the variance based on genotype 
by location interaction, σ
2
GY represents the variance based on genotype by year interaction, σ
2
GLY 
represent the variance based on genotype by location and by year interaction, σ
2
E represents the 
error variance, l, y and r represent the number of location, year and replication, respectively.  
The association analysis between protein content and molecular markers was performed by 
PROC GLM procedure of SAS 9.3 at 0.05 significant level (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Linkage 
maps were constructed by JoinMap 4.0 with LOD level set at 3.0 (Van Ooijen, 2006). QTL 
detection with single marker analysis (SMA) and composite interval mapping (CIM) were carried 
out by WinQTL Cartographer 2.5 with a P<0.05 threshold (Basten et al., 2001). QTL region was 
plotted by MapChat 2.2 with the data from JoinMap 4.0 and WinQTL Cartographer 2.5 (Voorriop, 
2.2). 
RESULTS 
Phenotypic data analysis 
High protein parents constantly exhibited, as expected, higher (3.7-9.9%) protein content than 
low protein parents across locations and years. On average, R05-1415 showed 5.4% higher protein 
than R05-638 while V97-1346 had 8.3% higher protein than R05-4256 (Tables 1 and 3). The 
protein content of two sets of RIL from both mapping populations exhibited similar variation 
across years and locations and fit within the range of their parents (Tables 2 and 4, Figures 1 and 2). 
In addition, the mean protein content of each RIL population nearly overlapped with the medium 
protein content of the two parents (Tables 2 and 4). Protein contents of both RIL populations were 




approximately normally distributed in the other environments as indicated by Sharpiro-Wilk 
normality test (Tables 2 and 4, Figures 1 and 2). These data indicated that protein content is a 
typical quantitative trait with continuous variation that is controlled by multiple genes/QTL and 
affected by environmental factors.  
The model of ANOVA for protein content in both RIL populations was significant with R
2
 
values of 0.82 and 0.92 in population 1 and 2, respectively (Tables 5 and 6). The effects of the 
main variables (year, location and genotype) and two- or three-way interactions, except for 
genotype x year x location in population 1, on protein content were all significant. Genotype and 
locations accounted for the largest proportion of variance. The variance components of genotype x 
environment (year or location) were almost negligible as compared to the error term in both 
populations. Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) for protein content was high on the entry mean basis, 
with a value of 0.79 for population 1 and 0.92 for population 2.  
SSR marker analysis 
Out of the 626 SSR markers selected from 20 chromosomes for QTL mapping, 121 and 119 
were polymorphic in population 1 (R05-1415 x R05-638) and population 2 (V97-1346 x 
R05-4256), respectively (Tables 7 and 8). Therefore, genomic coverage was 6 polymorphic 
markers per chromosome and 26 - 27 cM per polymorphic markers on average. Chromosomes 5, 7, 
and 19 in population 1 and chromosomes 7, 18 and 19 in population 2 showed a high density of 
polymorphic markers.  
In population 1, a total of 12 markers on 3 chromosomes (1, 5, and 20) were significantly 
associated with protein content in at least one of the five environments, of which 4 SSR markers on 
chromosome 20 were significant in all five environments accounting for 35-43% variation in 




or two environment accounting for small fraction (3.2-3.4%) variation in protein content. In 
population 2, 20 SSR markers on 7 chromosomes were significant in at least one environment 
(Table 11). Among all the significant SSR markers, 3 on chromosome 20 were significant in all 
five environments accounting for 37-39% variation in protein content while others were 
significant in only 1-3 environments accounting for 3.3-5.2% variation in protein content.  
Based on SSR data and phenotypic data evaluated in 5 environments, one major protein QTL 
was identified and mapped to chromosome 20 in population 1 (Figure 4).  This QTL was stable 
with a large LOD value (11.4-32.4) in all 5 environments. On average, the allele from the high 
protein parent (R05-1415) contributed 1.61% more protein than the allele from the low protein 
parent (R05-638) (Table 12). This QTL is located in a region near 12.3-13.2 cM (in 20.34-31.94 
cM relevant to public map) (Cregan et al., 1999), with a physical position at 1692987-3915962 bp 
which is flanked by Satt451 and Satt614, accounting for 38% of variation in protein content (Table 
16).  Similarly, 3 SSR markers in this QTL region on chromosome 20 were also significant in 
population 2, explaining 37-39% variation in protein content. The marker alleles from the high 
protein parent (V97-1346) of population 2 contributed 1.94% higher protein, on average, than the 
alleles from low protein parent (R05-4256) (Table 12).  
SNP marker analysis 
Out of the 5361 SNP markers from 20 chromosomes screened in population 2, 1652 (31%) 
were polymorphic. A total of 526 polymorphic SNP markers were mapped to 20 chromosomes 
each with 24 markers and 7.8 cM coverage per marker on average (Table 9). Linkage map was 
constructed by JoinMap 4.0 with a LOD level set at 3.0 (Figure 3A, B, C). 
In population 2, 5 SNP markers on chromosome 14 and 8 SNP markers on chromosome 20 




39-59% variation in protein content while markers on chromosome 14 explained only 7-9% 
variation in protein content. The marker alleles on chromosome 20 from high protein parent 
contributed 2.5% higher protein, whereas marker alleles on chromosome 14 from high protein 
parent contributed 1% higher protein content (Table 14). 
 Based on SNP and phenotypic data, a major QTL for protein was identified on chromosome 
20 in the region of 3759454-30346168 bp which is flanked by ss250327854 and ss250447161 
(Table 16 and Figure 5). This QTL exhibited a high LOD value (10.6) and explained 25% variation 
in protein content (Table 16). In addition, a minor protein QTL was identified on chromosome 14 
with marginally significant LOD value (1.8), explaining 11% variation in protein content (Figure 6 
and Table 16). This QTL was flanked by ss248300123 and ss248385642 in the interval of 
9112495-28261685 bp (Table 16). 
DISCUSSION 
The 2 high protein and 2 low protein parents used in this study exhibited consistent and large 
differences in protein content across all 5 environments (Tables 1 and 3). Compared to other 
studies (Chung et al., 2003; Panthee et al., 2005; Soares et al., 2008), the relatively large mapping 
populations derived from these 4 parents with contrasting protein content in this study would allow 
for detection of protein QTL with large and small effects. Both populations exhibited a typical 
normal distribution within the range of the high and low protein parents with no transgressive 
segregation (Tables 2 and 4, Figure 1 and 2). This observation may be attributed to the extremely 
large difference between the high and low protein parents, mostly additive effects of protein QTL 
or lack of epistatic interaction between protein QTL.  
The average protein content of parents and RIL of both populations was lower in Stuttgart 




during the growing season (Table 15). Similar observations of temperature effect on protein were 
also reported in other studies (Howell and Cartter, 1958; Specht et al., 2001). ANOVA also 
showed location being the second largest contributor following genotype to protein variation in 
our populations (Tables 5 and 6). Obviously, environment played an important role in influencing 
protein content; therefore, it is necessary to evaluate such trait across years and locations in 
mapping projects, as done in this study, or breeding programs. However, our study showed a 
relatively high heritability for protein content (0.79 & 0.92), indicate this trait is highly heritable 
and that phenotypic selection should be effective. 
In this study, QTL mapping for protein was accomplished using two large size (242 and 214) 
independent populations derived from different genetic backgrounds with large differences in 
protein content between parents. The protein evaluation was performed at 5 environments and the 
genotyping was done using 2 different marker systems, SSR and SNP. The SNP genotyping 
utilized 5361 markers with an average coverage of 7.8 cM per marker. This mapping strategy 
would allow for detection of most possible QTL for protein. However, only 2 QTL were identified, 
one with very large effect on chromosome 20 (25-38%) and the other with minor effect on 
chromosome 14 (11%). It is important to note that the major QTL identified in this study is in the 
same region of QTL reported in many studies (Rodrigues et al., 2010; Nichols et al., 2006; Chung 
et al., 2003; Specht et al., 2001; Sebolt et al., 2000; Diers et al., 1991). Evidently, this QTL is most 
common and stable across genetic backgrounds and environments, which can be used in marker 
assisted selection. In addition, the minor protein QTL identified on chromosome 14 is important 
simply because it contributed 11% variation in protein content and would be of great value for 
utility. 




individually and combined, and by both SSR and SNP marker systems used in this study. In 
population 1, the protein QTL identified on chromosome 20 was flanked by Satt451 and Satt614 
with a physical position between 1692987 and 3915962 bp. On the same chromosome, a protein 
QTL was identified in population 2, linked with 3 SSR and 8 SNP markers in the proximity of 
3759454-30346168 bp (Figure 4 and Table 16).  Therefore, the protein QTL on chromosome 20 
identified in the two populations were very likely the same QTL (Table 16). This confirmed QTL 
identified with SSR and SNP markers was consistent across years and locations and can be used in 
marker assisted selection.  The minor QTL on chromosome 14 was flanked by ss248300123 and 
ss248385642 at the region of 9112495-28261685 bp. In comparison with the physical position of 
previously reported Satt168 at 8210513 bp based on ‘Williams 82’ physical map (Fig 6 and Table 
16) (Kabelka et al., 2004), they are likely linked to the same protein QTL, which would be of great 
value for marker assisted selection. 
As most of QTL exhibit additive effects, pyramiding multiple QTL would increase protein 
content in a greater extent. Markers linked to the protein QTL would greatly facilitate such process. 
It is also important to point out that only two QTL were identified in this study and that they would 
not explain all the variation in protein content in the two mapping populations. Obviously, there 
must be other QTL that have not been identified in our populations. Research is under the way to 
























 Range Mean SD
†
 
2011 Stuttgart 37.2-40.2 39.0 1.23 31.4-34.0 33.4 1.37 6.6  
2011 Keiser 39.1-42.1 40.9 1.04 36.5-38.2 37.2 0.72 3.7 
 
2012 Stuttgart 40.0-43.6 41.9 1.41 36.2-37.8 36.9 0.44 5.0 
 
2012 Keiser 41.9-44.8 43.2 1.01 36.6-37.3 36.8 0.29 6.3 
 
Average  41.2   35.8  5.4 38.5 
†
 Standard deviation. 
‡
 Average protein content difference between the two parental lines. 
§
























2010 Argentina F2:3 242 36.1 32.7-39.7 1.09 0.910 
2011 Stuttgart F2:4 242 36.8 34.9-40.0 0.96 0.035 
2011 Keiser F2:4 242 38.2 35.9-41.8 1.10 0.028 
2012 Stuttgart F2:5 242 39.2 36.5-42.1 1.14 0.560 
2012 Keiser F2:5 242 39.2 36.4-42.4 1.21 0.257 
Average  
 
37.9   
 
† 
Protein content is on 13% moisture basis. 
‡
 Standard deviation. 
§







Table 3. Seed protein content (%) on 13% moisture basis of V97-1346 and R05-4256 soybean lines evaluated in 4 environments. 
 
Environment 









 Range Mean SD
†
 
2011 Stuttgart 39.1-41.5 39.9 1.85 30.8-34.5 32.4 1.21 7.5 
 
2011 Keiser 32.9-35.7 43.9 1.31 39.8-45.0 34.2 0.91 9.7 
 
2012 Stuttgart 41.7-45.3 43.4 1.39 35.2-37.3 37.1 2.59 6.3 
 
2012 Keiser 43.9-47.8 45.5 1.16 34.9-37.2 35.6 0.84 9.9 
 
Average  43.1   34.8  8.3 38.9 
†
 Standard deviation. 
 
‡
 Average protein content difference between two parental lines. 
§ 

























2010 Argentina F2:3 214 36.1 32.5-39.4 1.25 0.50 
2011 Stuttgart F2:4 214 36.2 33.2-40.3 1.14 0.71 
2011 Keiser F2:4 214 39.0 35.7-42.7 1.15 0.04 
2012 Stuttgart F2:5 214 39.9 36.6-42.4 1.16 0.23 
2012 Keiser F2:5 214 40.0 36.2-43.6 1.49 0.44 
Average  
 
38.2   
 
†
















Table 5. Analysis of variance for seed protein of 242 F2:4, F2:5 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 grown 
in Stuttgart and Keiser, AR in 2011 and 2012.  
 
Source of variation Degree of freedom Mean square Variance components P-value R
2
 
Model 952 0.89  <0.0001 0.82 
Year 1 4.17 0 <0.0001  
Location 1 147 0.122 <0.0001  
Rep (location) 2 1.8 0.004 <0.0002  
Genotype 241 1.64 0.178 <0.0001 
 
Year x location 1 75 0.090 <0.0001  
Genotype x year 233 0.33 0.030 <0.0001 
 
Genotype x location 240 0.26 0.012 0.0048  
Genotype x year x location 233 0.226 0.0065 0.2008  







Table 6. Analysis of variance for seed protein of 214 F2:4, F2:5 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-4256 x V97-1346 
grown in Stuttgart and Keiser, AR in 2011 and 2012.  
 
 
Source of variation Degree of freedom Mean square Variance components P-value R
2
 
Model 852 8.39  <0.0001 0.92 
Year 1 2385 2.05 <0.0001  
Location 1 887 0.24 <0.0001  
Rep (location) 2 9.55 0.02 <0.0001  
Genotype 213 10.4 1.17 <0.0001  
Year x location 1 674 1.67 <0.0001  
Genotype x year 211 1.28 0.02 <0.0001  
Genotype x location 213 1.15 0 <0.0001  
Genotype x year x location 210 1.25 0.24 <0.0001  








Table 7. Summary of simple sequence repeat (SSR) makers used in screening parents and F2 




 Linkage group. 
§
 Chromosome length in centimorgans. 
¶ 
Numbers of markers screened for each chromosome. 
# 
Chromosome length per maker. 
††






















1 D1a 109.7 25 4.4 8 13.7 
2 D1b 138.0 35 3.9 5 27.6 
3 N 103.3 27 3.8 6 17.2 
4 C1 132.5 27 4.9 5 26.5 
5 A1 101.6 32 3.2 9 11.3 
6 C2 151.9 35 4.3 3 50.6 
7 M 140.7 38 3.7 12 11.7 
8 A2 165.7 38 4.4 5 33.1 
9 K 117.0 27 4.3 2 58.5 
10 O 146.4 36 4.1 5 29.3 
11 B1 128.7 27 4.8 5 25.7 
12 H 105.7 25 4.2 3 35.2 
13 F 146.4 42 3.5 6 24.4 
14 B2 113.6 27 4.2 8 14.2 
15 E 71.3 16 4.5 1 71.3 
16 J 90.3 21 4.3 5 18.1 
17 D2 129.0 41 3.1 10 12.9 
18 G 108.7 42 2.6 6 18.1 
19 L 115.1 33 3.5 11 10.5 
20 I 113.8 32 3.6 6 19.0 
 











Table 8. Summary of simple sequence repeat (SSR) makers used in screening parents and F2 

























1 D1a 109.7 25 4.4 7 15.7 
2 D1b 138.0 35 3.9 5 27.6 
3 N 103.3 27 3.8 5 20.7 
4 C1 132.5 27 4.9 4 33.1 
5 A1 101.6 32 3.2 5 20.3 
6 C2 151.9 35 4.3 6 25.3 
7 M 140.7 38 3.7 11 12.8 
8 A2 165.7 38 4.4 4 41.4 
9 K 117.0 27 4.3 3 39.0 
10 O 146.4 36 4.1 5 29.3 
11 B1 128.7 27 4.8 5 25.7 
12 H 105.7 25 4.2 1 105.7 
13 F 146.4 42 3.5 7 20.9 
14 B2 113.6 27 4.2 6 18.9 
15 E 71.3 16 4.5 2 35.7 
16 J 90.3 21 4.3 6 15.1 
17 D2 129.0 41 3.1 9 14.3 
18 G 108.7 42 2.6 11 9.9 
19 L 115.1 33 3.5 12 9.6 
20 I 113.8 32 3.6 5 22.8 
 










 Linkage group. 
§
 Chromosome length in centimorgans. 
¶
 Numbers of markers screened for each chromosome. 
# 
Chromosome length per polymorphic marker. 
††







Table 9. Summary of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) makers used in screening parents 
















1 D1a 113.6 27 4.2 
2 D1b 162.4 20 8.1 
3 N 158.2 20 7.9 
4 C1 337.9 11 30.7 
5 A1 162.6 20 8.1 
6a C2 56.3 38 1.5 
6b C2 109.8 8 13.7 
7 M 293.1 25 11.7 
8 A2 137.7 16 8.6 
9 K 89.3 15 6.0 
10 O 199.3 19 10.5 
11 B1 101.6 20 5.1 
12 H 93.3 12 7.8 
13a F 47.5 16 3.0 
13b F 93.3 29 3.2 
14 B2 156.0 17 9.2 
15 E 153.9 47 3.3 
16 J 130.1 24 5.4 
17 D2 150.8 26 5.8 
18 G 261.8 47 5.6 
19 L 254.4 47 5.0 
20 I 155.6 22 7.1 
 
Mean 155.4 24 7.8 
 
Total 3418.4 526 
 † Chromosome. 
‡
 Linkage group. 
§
 Chromosome length in centimorgans. 
¶
 Numbers of markers screened for each chromosome. 
# 
Chromosome length per polymorphic marker. 
 
 
Table 10. Single marker analysis of variance for seed protein content in 242 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x 

























      
Satt179* 
   
1 68.62 
      
Satt198* 
   
1 69.91 





      
Satt436** 
   
5 27.98    Satt526**       
5 28.08    Satt454***  Satt454*   Satt454* 0.034 
5 30.93    Satt300**       
5 94.20   Satt511**      Satt511*  





































Genetic map published by Gregan et al., 1999.
 
‡
 Refers to the pooled data from three locations in three years. 
§ 
Refers to previously reported markers for seed protein by Rodrigues et al., 2010.  
¶ 
Refers to previously reported marker for seed protein by Nichols et al., 2006. 







Table 11. Single marker analysis of variance for seed protein content in 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from V97-1346 x 
R05-4256 (population 2) evaluated in 5 environments. 
‡ 
Refers to the pooled data from three locations in three years.
 
§ 
Refers to previously reported markers for seed protein by Jun et al., 2007. 
¶ 
Refers to previously reported markers for seed protein by Rodrigues et al., 2010. 
























1 40.87      Satt531* Satt531*  Satt531* 0.04 
1 70.69    Satt436*       
7 35.85 Satt540*      Satt540*  Satt540** 0.052 
7 50.10       Satt463*    
7 53.54       Satt245*    
7 56.29       Satt220*    
7 60.05 Satt323*          
7 77.19   Satt680*        
14 27.63 Satt126*          
15 34.20   Satt598*   Satt598* Satt598*  Satt598* 0.045 
17 86.69 Sat_362*   Sat_362*       
17 88.02         Satt543* 0.038 
17 99.04    GMHSP179*   GMHSP179**  GMHSP179* 0.033 
18 4.53      Satt309*     
18 76.77   Satt288*   Satt288** Satt288***  Satt288** 0.052 
18 96.57       Satt191**    
20 18.50 Satt571****  Satt571**** Satt571****  Satt571**** Satt571****  Satt571****
§
 0.38 
20 20.34 Satt451****  Satt451**** Satt451****  Satt451**** Satt451****  Satt451****
¶
 0.37 
20 22.84 Satt562****  Satt562**** Satt562****  Satt562**** Satt562****  Satt562****
¶
 0.39 
20 74.26    Sat_418*       
† 







Table 12. Mean effect of significant simple sequence repeats (SSR) marker alleles on seed protein content in 242 recombinant inbred 





 Physical position in base pairs. 
§
 High protein parent R05-1415 allelic effect. 
¶
 Low protein parent R05-638 allelic effect. 
#
 High protein parent V97-1346 allelic effect. 
††
 Low protein parent R05-4256 allelic effect. 
‡‡




































Satt614 20 3915962 38.58 36.89 1.69 0.43 
 
 
   
<0.0001 
Satt419 20 1891452 38.60 36.99 1.61 0.36 
 
 
   
<0.0001 
Satt451 20 1692987 38.53 37.01 1.52 0.35  39.38 37.46 1.94 0.37 <0.0001 
Satt562 20 1888712 38.60 36.99 1.61 0.36  39.40 37.44 1.95 0.39 <0.0001 
Satt571 20 1291809      39.38 37.45 1.92 0.38 <0.0001 







Table 13. Single marker (single nucleotide polymorphism, SNP) analysis of variance for seed 
protein content in 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from V97-1346 x R05-4256 














ss248300123 14 9112495 <0.05 0.09 
ss248303454 14 9503734 <0.05 0.07 
ss248353165 14 18501685 <0.05 0.08 
ss248356256 14 19268143 <0.05 0.08 
ss248385642 14 28261685 <0.05 0.08 
ss250327854 20 3759454 <0.0001 0.39 
ss250339089 20 4730717 <0.0001 0.40 
ss250363066 20 11483306 <0.0001 0.43 
ss250399120 20 23485861 <0.0001 0.51 
ss250404872 20 24382724 <0.0001 0.52 
ss250420507 20 26707974 <0.0001 0.53 
ss250446359 20 30190840 <0.0001 0.59 







Table 14. Mean effect of significant single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker alleles on seed protein content in 214 recombinant 




 Physical position (bp)
 ‡
 R05-4256 V97-1346 Allelic diff.
 §
 
ss248300123 14 9112495 37.65 38.60 0.95 
ss248303454 14 9503734 37.70 38.63 0.93 
ss248353165 14 18501685 37.63 38.67 1.04 
ss248356256 14 19268143 37.63 38.68 1.05 
ss248385642 14 28261685 37.65 38.68 1.03 
Average     1.00 
ss250327854 20 3759454 37.28 39.52 2.24 
ss250339089 20 4730717 37.24 39.52 2.28 
ss250363066 20 11483306 37.17 39.52 2.35 
ss250399120 20 23485861 37.00 39.59 2.59 
ss250404872 20 24382724 36.93 39.59 2.66 
ss250447161 20 26707974 36.89 39.56 2.67 
ss250420507 20 30190840 36.92 39.59 2.67 
ss250446359 20 30346168 36.89 39.60 2.71 













Table 15. Average monthly temperature ℃ in Argentina in 2010, Stuttgart and Keiser, in 2011 and 
2012. 
 
Location Year Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 
Cordoba, Argentina 2010 24.4 22 22.4 20.5 18.8 
 
 Jun July Aug Sep Oct 
Stuttgart, AR, USA 2011 30.2 29.5 28.3 21.6 16.6 
Keiser, AR, USA 2011 28.3 29.5 28.0 21.3 15.9 
Stuttgart, AR, USA 2012 26.2 29.3 27.2 23.3 15.4 







Figure 1. Frequency distribution of seed protein content of 242 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) 





























Figure 2. Frequency distribution of seed protein content of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) 


















































Figure 3A. Genetic map constructed for chromosome 1-7 by single nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP) markers using F2 population derived from V97-1346 x R05-4256 (population 2).   
C1 C2 C3 
C5 
C4 














































Figure 3B. Genetic map constructed for chromosome 8-14 by single nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP) markers using F2 population derived from V97-1346 x R05-4256 (population 2). 










































Figure 3C. Genetic map constructed for chromosome 15-20 by single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) markers using F2 population derived from V97-1346 x R05-4256 
(population 2). 


















Figure 4. Composite interval mapping of 242 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 (population 1) for seed 
protein content on chromosome 20 by simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers across 5 environments. 
2012, Stuttgart, AR 
2010, Argentina 




Combined data (5 environments) 





























Figure 5. Composite interval mapping of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from V97-1346 x R05-4256 (population 2) for 
seed protein content on chromosome 20 by simple sequence repeat (SSR)  and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers across 5 
environments. 
2012, Keiser, AR 
2010, Argentina 2011, Stuttgart, AR 
2012, Stuttgart, AR Combined data (5 environments) 















































Figure 6. Composite interval mapping of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from 
V97-1346 x R05-4256 (population 2) for seed protein content on chromosome 20 with single 




Table 16. Summary of protein quantitative trait loci (QTL) detected in 242 and 214 recombinant 
inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 (population 1) and V97-1346 x R05-4256 








































 rptna 1 20 Satt451-Satt614 1692987-3915962 32.4 0.38 
 rptn 2 20 
ss250327854- 
ss250447161 
3759454-30346168 10.6 0.25 
rptnb 2 14 
ss248300123- 
ss248385642 






 Base pair.  
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Soybean seed with high oil content is a valuable source for cooking oil and biodiesel 
production. The objectives of this research are to identify novel quantitative trait loci (QTL) and 
confirm previously reported QTL for seed oil content. To achieve these objectives, 242 and 214 
F2-derived recombinant inbred lines (RIL) from R05-1415 x R05-638 (population1) and R05-4256 
x V97-1346 (population 2), respectively, were used for QTL mapping. A total of 623 SSR and 
5361 SNP markers were screened in two F2 populations. A total of 120 SSR and 1652 SNP markers 
were polymorphic and used in linkage map analysis. F2-derived lines were grown and evaluated 
for seed oil content at 3 locations in 3 years by near infrared transmittance technique. Single 
marker analysis and composite interval mapping were used to identify candidate QTL. A major oil 
QTL located on chromosome 20 was confirmed in both populations across 5 environment, 
accounting for 10.9-24.13% variation in oil content. In population 2, two novel oil QTL on 
chromosomes 6a and 14 were identified, explaining 17% and 13% variation in oil content, 
respectively. These novel and confirmed QTL along with linked SSR/SNP markers in this study 





Soybean seeds contain significant amounts of oil (～20%) (Wilson, 2004), which makes oil 
one of the primarily targeted traits for soybean breeding program.  Soybean oil are classified into 
18% saturated fatty acid, 23% mono-unsaturated fatty acid and 63% poly-unsaturated fatty acid 
(Schnebly et al, 1993). The nutritional and economic value of soybean seeds, with high content of 
oil along with large proportion of healthy unsaturated fatty acid, makes soybean a valuable source 
for food-grade oil and biodiesel production. On the other hand, soybean oil is important in other 
applications such as additives in ink, cosmetics, and paints in industry. 
Due to the great value of soybean oil byproducts market, attempts have made to increase the 
oil content in soybean seeds. There is a strong negative correlation between soybean oil and 
protein content, which makes it difficult to improve both traits simultaneously (Burton, 1987). 
Therefore, breeding for high oil lines without significantly decreasing protein content is necessary. 
Traditional soybean breeding is primarily based on phenotypic selection which is time consuming 
and labor intensive. With the advancement of molecular technology, marker assisted selection 
(MAS), on the other hand, provides a useful tool to facilitate breeding process. MAS can be 
independent of time and locations, handle a large number of samples, and therefore improve the 
efficiency of breeding program (Chapman et al., 2003). 
Understanding the genetic background of oil and identify independent oil QTL would help to 
improve the breeding strategies in modern breeding program targeted for oil enhancement. Large 
numbers of oil QTL have been identified by researchers and are used in MAS. For example, Diers 
et al (1992) found the first oil QTL on chromosome 20 (LG I) by using the population derived from 
PI468916 and A81-356022. Mansur et al. (1993) identified two oil QTL on chromosomes 8 (LG 




oil QTL to chromosomes 4 (LG C1), 12 (LG H), 15 (LG E), 16 (LG J) and 19 (LG L), as well 
as 3 oil QTL on chromosomes 17 (D2) and 18 (LG G), respectively, by using the two populations 
derived from PI 97100 × Coker 237 and Young × PI 416 937.   So far, around 130 QTL associated 
with soybean oil have been reported (Qi et al., 2011; Soybase, 2013, Eskandari, 2013), among 
which, one of the most stable QTL is located in the region near SSR markers Satt571 and Satt292 
on chromosome 20 (Rodrigues et al., 2010; Jun et al., 2007; Nichols et al., 2006; Chung et al., 2003; 
Specht et al., 2001; Sebolt et al., 2000; Diers et al., 1991.). 
However, most of the other reported oil QTL are genetic background specific and/or 
environment sensitive. Therefore, verify previously reported QTL in multiple environments and 
genetic background is necessary for breeders to develop high oil soybean lines with MAS. 
Therefore, the objectives of this research were to detect new QTL and confirm previously reported 




MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Population development and field experiment. 
A total of 242 and 214 RILs derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 (population 1) and R05-4256 
x V97-1346 (population 2), respectively, segregating for oil content were used for QTL mapping. 
R05-1415 and V97-1346 are low oil lines (around 16% on 13% moisture basis) derived from 
MFS-591 x V96-4486 and V86-815 x Md87L-0198, respectively. R05-4256 and R05-638 are high 
oil lines (around 20% on 13% moisture basis) derived from R98-2390F x 98601 and R98-2390F x 
R96-1559, respectively. 
The two crosses were made in 2008 at the University of Arkansas Agricultural Experiment 
Station in Fayetteville, AR.  F1 plants were grown in Fayetteville, AR in the summer of 2009. F2 
plants were grown in eight 20-foot rows with approximately 1600 plants in Fayetteville, AR in the 
summer of 2010. Leaf samples were collected from 250 F2 randomly selected plants from each 
population. A sample of 50-100 seeds from each selected F2 plant was sent to a winter nursery in 
Argentina in 2010 where F2:3 lines were grown in 3-meter rows with 0.76-meter row spacing. A 
total of 244 and 215 F2:3 lines were individually harvested and used for QTL mapping. 
For the field experiment, F2:4 lines were grown in Stuttgart, AR and Kaiser, AR in 10-foot 
row plots with 2 replications in the summer of 2011 and each plot was bulk harvested in the fall. 
F2:5 lines were grown in the summer of 2012 in the same two locations with 2 replications to get 
sufficient phenotypic data for QTL mapping. Seeds (25g) from F2:3, F2:4, F2:5 lines were used for oil 
analysis. 
DNA isolation 
Trifoliate leaves were collected from parental lines and F2 plants in Fayetteville, AR. They 




method was used to isolate DNA (Doyle and Doyle., 1990). Leaf tissues were grinded with liquid 
nitrogen to fine powder with a mortar and pestle. CTAB extraction buffer was added to the leaf 
powder to incubate at 65 ℃ for 1 h, followed by adding chloroform: isoamyl alcohol 24:1 to 
remove oil in the sample. DNA was suspended in TE buffer after being precipitated and washed 
with 95% ethanol. DNA concentration was tested in a fluorospectrophotometer by using 1ul of the 
resuspended solution (Nanodrop®). The final concentration of DNA used for PCR was adjusted to 
20 ng/ul with dd H2O 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and simple sequence repeat (SSR) genotyping 
PCR amplification was performed in a 96-well or 384-well plate in an iCycler Thermal Cycler 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). The 15.2 ul of PCR mixture consists of 4ul of 
template DNA (20ng/ul), 0.2 ul of Taq polymerase (Promega), 1.0ul of 0.5 forward and reverse 
primer mix, 0.9 ul dNTP mixture ( 2.5 mM), 1.8ul MgCl2 (2.5 mM), and 4.3ul dd H2O. The 
amplification procedure was (i) 4 min at 94 ℃, followed by 33 cycles of 25 s at 94 ℃ for 
denaturation, (ii) 25 s at 47 ℃ for annealing, (iii) 25 s at 68 ℃ for extension, and 5 min at 72 ℃ for 
final extension (Panthee et al., 2005). 
PCR products were separated on 6% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) consisting 
of 6% bis-acrylamide, 0.5931% TBE buffer, 0.07% APS, and 0.035% TEMED. After pre-running 
for 1h with 50ul of ethidium bromide (10 mg mL
-1
) in electrophoresis,  the PCR products were run 
for another 2 hours at a constant 350 V. Bands were visualized under UV light (Panthee et al., 
2005). Parents of R05-1415 x R05-638 and R05-4256 x V97-1346 were screened with 626 
selected SSR markers covering all 20 linkage groups (LG). Markers that showed polymorphism 
between parental genotypes were used to screen F2 plants. F2 individuals were scored as “A” when 




individuals were scored as “B” when they carry the allele from the low oil parents (R05-638 and 
R05-4256) and heterozygous individuals with an allele from both parents were scored as “AB”.  
Markers were randomly chosen from the public map at every 3-5 cM on each linkage group 
(LG) to provide sufficient coverage of the 20 LG (Cregan et al., 1999). In addition, previously 
reported SSR markers associated with oil and oil QTL were also used to screen the parental lines 
for QTL mapping purpose (Soares et al., 2008; Kabelka et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2003; Panthee 
et al., 2008).  
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping 
In order to generate more reliable genotypic data for QTL mapping, DNA samples from 92 F2 
individuals representing the whole range of variation in oil content in population 2 along with 2 
sets of parental lines were used for SNP genotyping by Illumina Infinium® HD Beadchip on 
Illumina IScan in the Soybean Breeding and Genetic Lab of Michigan State University, the results 
were recorded by illumina’s BeadStudio TM software (Illumina, San Diego, CA). The genotyping 
data were recorded in the same fashion as indicated in the SSR marker genotyping method. 
Data analysis 
Oil content was measured by Infratec 1255 Food & Feed analyzer (Foss®) based on 13% 
moisture in Soybean Breeding and Genetic Lab at the University of Missouri, Delta center. The 
Infratec analyzer is based on near infrared transmittance technique and is used to test the 
constituents of whole grains (Panthee et al., 2005). Oil data from 3 years and 3 locations (5 
environments) were analyzed for correlation between environments and normality of distribution 
by JMP Pro 10 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The sources of variances for phenotypic data included 
location, year, replication within location, genotype, genotype x location, genotype x year, and 






















G  represents the variance based on genotype, σ
2
GL/l represents the variance based on genotype 
by location interaction, σ
2
GY represents the variance based on genotype by year interaction, σ
2
GLY 
represent the variance based on genotype by location and by year interaction, σ
2
E represents the 
error variance, l, y and r represent the number of location, year and replication, respectively.  
The association analysis between oil content and molecular markers was performed by PROC 
GLM procedure of SAS 9.3 at 0.05 significant level (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Linkage maps were 
constructed by JoinMap 4.0 with LOD level set at 3.0 (Van Ooijen, 2006). QTL detection with 
single marker analysis (SMA) and composite interval mapping (CIM) were carried out by 
WinQTL Cartographer 2.5 with a P<0.05 threshold (Basten et al., 2001). QTL region was plotted 
by MapChat 2.2 with the data from JoinMap 4.0 and WinQTL Cartographer 2.5 (Voorriop, 2.2) 
RESULTS 
Phenotypic data analysis 
High oil parents constantly exhibited, as expected, higher (1.5-5.4%) oil content than low oil 
parents across locations and years. On average, R05-638 showed 2.7% higher oil than R05-1415 
while R05-4256 had 4.2% higher oil than V97-1346 (Tables 1 and 3). The oil content of two sets of 
RIL from both mapping populations exhibited similar variation across years and locations and fit 
within the range of their parents (Tables 2 and 4, Figures 1 and 2). In addition, the mean oil content 
of each RIL population overlapped with the average oil content of their two parents (Tables 2 and 
4). Oil contents of both RIL populations were normally distributed in 4 out of 5 environments 
while approximately normal distributed in the other one environment in both populations, as 




that oil content is a typical quantitative trait with continuous variation that is controlled by multiple 
genes/QTL and affected by environmental factors.  
The model of ANOVA for oil content in both RIL populations was significant with R
2
 values 
of 0.86 and 0.89 in population 1 and 2, respectively (Tables 5 and 6). The effects of the main 
variables (year, location and genotype) and two- or three-way interactions, except for genotype x 
year x location in population 1, on oil content were all significant. Genotype and locations 
accounted for the largest proportion of variance. The variance components of genotype x 
environment (year or location) were almost negligible as compared to the error term in both 
populations. Broad-sense heritability (H
2
) for oil content was high on the entry mean basis, with a 
value of 0.79 for population 1 and 0.88 for population 2. 
SSR marker analysis 
Out of the 626 SSR markers selected from 20 chromosomes for QTL mapping, 121 and 119 
were polymorphic in population 1 (R05-1415 x R05-638) and population 2 (V97-1346 x 
R05-4256), respectively (Tables 7 and 8). Therefore, genomic coverage was 6 polymorphic 
markers per chromosome and 26-27 cM per polymorphic markers on average. Chromosomes 5, 7, 
and 19 in population 1 and chromosomes 7, 18 and 19 in population 2 showed a high density of 
polymorphic markers.  
In population 1, a total of 19 markers on 5 chromosomes were significantly associated with oil 
content in at least one of the 5 environments, of which 4 SSR markers on chromosome 20 were 
significant in all five environments accounting for 33-39% variation in oil content (Table 10). The 
SSR markers on chromosomes 5, 7, 14 and 17 were significant in only 1-3 environments 
accounting for small fraction (2.9-4.9%) of variation in oil content. In population 2, 21 SSR 




significant SSR markers, 3 on chromosome 20 were significant in all five environments 
accounting for 37-39% variation in oil content while others were significant in only 1-3 
environments accounting for 3.5-5% variation in oil content.  
Based on SSR data and phenotypic data evaluated in 5 environments, one major oil QTL was 
identified and mapped to chromosome 20 in population 1 (Fig. 3).  This QTL was stable with a 
large LOD value (8.8-24.1) in all 5 environments. On average, allele from the high oil parent 
(R05-638) contributed 0.79% more oil than the allele from the low oil parent (R05-1415) (Table 
12). This QTL is located in a region near 12.3-13.2 cM (Table 12) (in 20.34-31.94 cM relevant to 
in public map) (Cregan et al., 1999), with a physical position at 1692987-3915962 bp which is 
flanked by Satt451 and Satt614, accounting for 33% of variation in oil content (Table 16).  
Similarly, 3 SSR (Satt451, Satt562, and Satt571) markers in this QTL region on chromosome 20 
were also significant in population 2, explaining 37-39% variation in oil content. The marker 
alleles from the high oil parent (R05-4256) contributed 0.94% higher oil, on average, than the 
alleles from low oil parent (V97-1346) (Table 12).  
SNP marker analysis 
Out of the 5361 SNP markers from 20 chromosomes screened in population 2, 1652 (31%) 
were polymorphic. A total of 526 polymorphic SNP markers were mapped to 20 chromosomes 
each with 24 markers and 7.8 cM coverage per marker on average (Table 9).  
In population 2, 2, 5 and 8 SNP markers on chromosomes 6a 14 and 20 were significantly 
linked to oil content (Table 13). The markers on chromosome 20 explained 40-57% variation in oil 
content while markers on chromosomes 6a and 14 explained only 7-10% and 7-13% variation in 
oil content, respectively. The marker allele on chromosome 20 from high oil parent contributed 




higher oil content. However, the marker allele on chromosome 6a was from the low oil parent 
(V97-1346), which contributed 0.44% higher oil content (Table 14). 
Based on SNP and phenotypic data, a major QTL for oil was identified on chromosome 20 in 
the region of 3759454-30346168 bp which is flanked by ss250327854 and ss250447161 (Table 16 
and Fig. 4). This QTL exhibited a high LOD level (10.9), accounting for 28% of the oil content 
variation (Table 16). In addition, a new oil QTL was identified on chromosome 6a in the region of 
1911440-2519577 bp flanked by ss245801101 and ss245804042 (Table 16 and Fig. 5). This QTL 
was significant in 2 out of 5 environments with a LOD value of 2.5, accounting for 17% variation 
in oil content (Table 16). A second novel oil QTL was identified on chromosome 14 in the region 
of 9503734-28261685 bp, flanked by ss248303454 and ss248385642.  This QTL, accounting for 
13% variation in oil content, was significant (>LOD 2.5) in 3 environments while marginally 
significant (LOD 2) in the other 2 environments (Table 16 and Fig. 6). When data from all 5 
environments were combined, this QTL was significant at LOD level of 2.5. 
DISCUSSION 
The 2 high oil and 2 low oil parents used in this study exhibited consistent and large 
differences in oil content across all 5 environments (Tables 1 and 3). Compared to previous studies 
(Chung et al., 2003; Panthee et al., 2005; Soares et al., 2008), the relatively larger mapping 
populations derived from 4 parents with contrasting oil content would allow for detection of oil 
QTL with large and small effects in this study. Both populations exhibited a typical normal 
distribution within the range of the high and low oil parents with no transgressive segregation 
(Tables 2 and 4, Fig. 1 and 2). This observation may be attributed to the extremely large difference 
between the high and low oil parents, mostly additive effects of oil QTL or lack of epistatic 




The average oil content of parents and RIL of both populations was higher in Stuttgart than the 
other locations (Tables 2 and 4). This is likely due to the higher temperature in Stuttgart than other 
locations during the growing season (Table 15). Similar observations of temperature effect on oil 
were also reported in other studies (Howell and Cartter, 1958; Specht et al., 2001). ANOVA also 
showed location and genotype being the largest contributors to oil variation in our population 
(Tables 5 and 6). Obviously, environment played an important role in influencing oil content, 
which was also reported in other studies (Soares et al., 2008; Panthee et al., 2005). Therefore, it is 
necessary to evaluate such trait across years and locations in mapping projects, as done in this 
study, or breeding programs. However, our study showed a relatively high heritability of oil 
content (0.79 & 0.88), indicating that this trait is highly heritable and phenotypic selection should 
be effective. 
In this study, QTL mapping for oil was accomplished using two large size (242 and 214) 
independent populations derived from different genetic backgrounds with large differences in oil 
content between parents. The oil evaluation was performed at 3 different locations across 3 years 
and the genotyping was done using 2 different marker systems, SSR and SNP. This mapping 
strategy would allow for detection of the most possible QTL for oil. However, only 3 QTL were 
identified, one with very large effect on chromosome 20 (28-33%) in both populations and the 
other two with relatively small effects on chromosome 6 (17%) and 14 (13%) in population 2. It is 
important to note that the major QTL identified in this study is in the same QTL region reported in 
many other studies (Rodrigues et al., 2010; Nichols et al., 2006; Chung et al., 2003; Specht et al., 
2001; Sebolt et al., 2000; Diers et al., 1991). Evidently, this QTL is the most common and stable 
across genetic backgrounds and environments. 




and would have great potential for utility.The major oil QTL on chromosome 2 was identified in 
both populations, in all 5 environments individually and combined, and by both SSR and SNP 
marker systems used in this study. In population 1, the oil QTL identified on chromosome 20 was 
flanked by Satt451 and Satt614 with a physical position between 1692987 and 3915962 bp. On the 
same chromosome, an oil QTL with major effect was also identified in population 2, linked with 3 
SSR and 8 SNP markers in the proximity of 3759454-30346168 bp (Fig. 4 and Table 16).  
Therefore, the oil QTL on chromosome 20 identified in the two populations were very likely the 
same QTL (Table 16). Genetic analysis showed this QTL can potentially contribute 1.2% seed oil. 
Unfortunately, this QTL consistently exhibit negative effect on seed protein. Therefore, searching 
for independent QTL for seed protein and oil would be of great interest in future research. 
In population 2, the novel QTL on chromosome 6a was significant in only 2 out of 5 
environments and also combined data from all five environments (Fig. 5). The other novel oil QTL 
on chromosome 14 was significant in 3 environments and marginally significant in 2 environments: 
Argentina, 2010 and Keiser, 2011. However, when data from all five environments were combined, 
this QTL was significant for oil content (Fig. 6 and Table 16). 
It is worth noting the importance of the novel QTL on chromosome 6 and 14 identified in this 
study, simply because they would contribute 17% and 11% variation in oil content, respectively, 
roughly 0.4-0.6% seed oil. Interestingly, the QTL with favorable allelic effect on chromosome 6a 
was from the low oil parent. This QTL is particularly of value when breeders attempt to combine 
favorable oil QTL from different sources. As most of QTL exhibit additive effects, pyramiding 
multiple QTL would increase oil content in a greater extent. Markers linked to the oil QTL would 
greatly facilitate such process. It is also important to point out that only 3 QTL were identified in 




populations. Obviously, there must be other QTL that have not been identified in our populations. 




Table 1. Seed oil content (%) on 13% moisture basis of R05-1415 and R05-638 soybean lines evaluated in 4 environments. 
†
 Standard deviation. 
‡
 Average oil content difference between the two parental lines. 
§ 
Medium oil content of two parents.
 
 









 Range Mean SD
†
 
2011 Stuttgart 20.0-20.8 20.0 0.52 16.9-18.3 17.4 0.57 2.6  
2011 Keiser 17.7-19.3 18.3 0.25 15.8-17.2 16.8 0.92 1.5 
 
2012 Stuttgart 19.3-20.1 19.7 0.26 15.5-17.5 16.5 0.75 3.2 
 
2012 Keiser 19.0-19.9 19.5 0.27 14.8-16.4 15.9 1.03 3.6 
 



















2010 Argentina F2:3 242 17.9 16.2-19.5 0.60 0.6 
2011 Stuttgart F2:4 242 18.6 17.2-19.6 0.47 0.0091 
2011 Keiser F2:4 242 17.6 16.0-19.3 0.60 0.0494 
2012 Stuttgart F2:5 242 18.1 16.3-19.6 0.61 0.25 
2012 Keiser F2:5 242 17.9 16.4-19.3 0.62 0.147 
Average   18.02    
†













Table 3. Seed oil content (%) on 13% moisture basis of V97-1346 and R05-4256 soybean lines evaluated in 4 environments. 
 
 









 Range Mean SD
†
 
2011 Stuttgart 20.3-21.7 21.0 0.40 16.8-18.3 17.5 0.78 3.5 
 
2011 Keiser 19.3-20.2 19.8 0.30 15.4-17.3 15.9 0.64 3.9 
 
2012 Stuttgart 20.0-20.6 20.3 0.18 15.2-17.8 16.2 0.71 4.1 
 
2012 Keiser 19.6-21.1 20.4 0.40 13.9-15.8 15.0 0.58 5.4 
 
Average  20.4   16.2  4.2 18.3 
†
 Standard deviation.  
‡
 Average oil content difference between two parental lines. 
§ 


































2010 Argentina F2:3 214 18.16 16.80-19.40 0.59 0.083 
2011 Stuttgart F2:4 214 19.04 17.25-20.25 0.55 0.31 
2011 Keiser F2:4 214 17.53 15.65-19.05 0.72 0.041 
2012 Stuttgart F2:5 214 18.23 16.65-19.75 0.57 0.67 
2012 Keiser F2:5 214 17.96 16.15-19.90 0.75 0.58 
Average   18.18    
† 










Table 5. Analysis of variance for seed oil of 242 F2:4, F2:5 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 grown in 
Stuttgart and Keiser, AR in 2011 and 2012. 
Source of variation Degree of freedom Mean square Variance components P-value R
2
 
Model 952 0.29  <0.0001 0.86 
Year 1 4.17 0 <0.0001  
Location 1 147 0.122 <0.0001  
Rep (location) 2 1.8 0.004 <0.0002  
Genotype 241 1.65 0.18 <0.0001 
 
Year x location 1 75 0.09 <0.0001  
Genotype x year 233 0.33 0.03 <0.0001 
 
Genotype x location 240 0.27 0.012 0.0048  
Genotype x year x location 233 0.23 0.0064 0.2  







Table 6. . Analysis of variance for seed oil of 214 F2:4, F2:5 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-4256 x V97-1346 
grown in Stuttgart and Keiser, AR in 2011 and 2012. 
Source of variation Degree of freedom Mean square Variance components P-value R
2
 
Model 852 1.44  <0.0001 0.89 
Year 1 14.23 0 <0.0001  
Location 1 326 0.29 <0.0001  
Rep (location) 2 1.12 0.0023 <0.0008  
Genotype 213 2.5 0.28 <0.0001 
 
Year x location 1 150.4 0.20 <0.0001  
Genotype x year 211 0.29 0.005 <0.0001 
 
Genotype x location 213 0.28 0.0009 <0.0001  
Genotype x year x location 210 0.27 0.05 <0.0001  








Table 7. Summary of simple sequence repeat (SSR) makers used in screening parents and F2 























1 D1a 109.7 25 4.4 8 13.7 
2 D1b 138.0 35 3.9 5 27.6 
3 N 103.3 27 3.8 6 17.2 
4 C1 132.5 27 4.9 5 26.5 
5 A1 101.6 32 3.2 9 11.3 
6 C2 151.9 35 4.3 3 50.6 
7 M 140.7 38 3.7 12 11.7 
8 A2 165.7 38 4.4 5 33.1 
9 K 117.0 27 4.3 2 58.5 
10 O 146.4 36 4.1 5 29.3 
11 B1 128.7 27 4.8 5 25.7 
12 H 105.7 25 4.2 3 35.2 
13 F 146.4 42 3.5 6 24.4 
14 B2 113.6 27 4.2 8 14.2 
15 E 71.3 16 4.5 1 71.3 
16 J 90.3 21 4.3 5 18.1 
17 D2 129.0 41 3.1 10 12.9 
18 G 108.7 42 2.6 6 18.1 
19 L 115.1 33 3.5 11 10.5 
20 I 113.8 32 3.6 6 19.0 
 










 Linkage group. 
§
 Chromosome length in centimorgans. 
# 
Chromosome length per maker. 
††




Table 8. Summary of simple sequence repeat (SSR) makers used in screening parents and F2 

























1 D1a 109.7 25 4.4 7 15.7 
2 D1b 138.0 35 3.9 5 27.6 
3 N 103.3 27 3.8 5 20.7 
4 C1 132.5 27 4.9 4 33.1 
5 A1 101.6 32 3.2 5 20.3 
6 C2 151.9 35 4.3 6 25.3 
7 M 140.7 38 3.7 11 12.8 
8 A2 165.7 38 4.4 4 41.4 
9 K 117.0 27 4.3 3 39.0 
10 O 146.4 36 4.1 5 29.3 
11 B1 128.7 27 4.8 5 25.7 
12 H 105.7 25 4.2 1 105.7 
13 F 146.4 42 3.5 7 20.9 
14 B2 113.6 27 4.2 6 18.9 
15 E 71.3 16 4.5 2 35.7 
16 J 90.3 21 4.3 6 15.1 
17 D2 129.0 41 3.1 9 14.3 
18 G 108.7 42 2.6 11 9.9 
19 L 115.1 33 3.5 12 9.6 
20 I 113.8 32 3.6 5 22.8 
 












Chromosome length in centimorgans. 
¶
 Numbers of markers screened for each chromosome. 
#
 Chromosome length per polymorphic marker. 
††






Table 9. Summary of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) makers used in screening parents 
















1 D1a 113.6 27 4.2 
2 D1b 162.4 20 8.1 
3 N 158.2 20 7.9 
4 C1 337.9 11 30.7 
5 A1 162.6 20 8.1 
6a C2 56.3 38 1.5 
6b C2 109.8 8 13.7 
7 M 293.1 25 11.7 
8 A2 137.7 16 8.6 
9 K 89.3 15 6.0 
10 O 199.3 19 10.5 
11 B1 101.6 20 5.1 
12 H 93.3 12 7.8 
13a F 47.5 16 3.0 
13b F 93.3 29 3.2 
14 B2 156.0 17 9.2 
15 E 153.9 47 3.3 
16 J 130.1 24 5.4 
17 D2 150.8 26 5.8 
18 G 261.8 47 5.6 
19 L 254.4 47 5.0 
20 I 155.6 22 7.1 
 
Mean 155.4 24 7.8 
 
Total 3418.4 526 
 † Chromosome. 
‡
 Linkage group. 
§
 Chromosome length in centimorgans. 
¶
 Numbers of markers screened for each chromosome. 
#





Table 10. Single marker analysis of variance for seed oil content in 242 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x 
























5 3.54 Satt684**          
5 27.98    Satt526*       
5 28.08    Satt454*       
5 30.93    Satt300*       
5 94.2   Satt511*        
7 50.1   Satt463*   Satt463*     
7 56.29   Satt220*   Satt220** Satt220*  Satt220* 0.0487 
7 76.41      Satt655*     
7 77.19 Satt680*          
14 17.77    Satt467*       
14 72.13    Satt020*     Satt020*  
17 66.27         Satt447*  
17 87.67   Satt574*      Satt574* 0.034 
17 89.75   Satt464*      Satt464 0.029 
17 112.85      Sat_326*     
20 20.34 Satt451****  Satt451**** Satt451****  Satt451**** Satt451****  Satt451****
§
 0.35 
20 21.9 Satt419****  Satt419**** Satt419****  Satt419**** Satt419****  Satt419****
§
 0.33 
20 22.84 Satt562****  Satt562**** Satt562****  Satt562**** Satt562****  Satt562****
§
 0.33 
20 31.94 Satt614****  Satt614**** Satt614****  Satt614**** Satt614****  Satt614**** 0.39 
† 
Genetic position published by Gregan et al., 1999. 
‡ 
Refers to the pooled data from three locations in three years. 
§ 
Refers to previously reported markers for seed oil by Rodrigues et al., 2010. 
¶ 
Refers to previously reported markers for seed oil by Nichols et al., 2006. 







Table 11. Single marker analysis of variance for seed oil content in 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from V97-1346 x 

























1 40.87   Satt531*    Satt531*  Satt531* 0.044 
1 70.69    Satt436*  Satt436* Satt436*  Satt436** 0.045 
7 35.85    Satt540*   Satt540*  Satt540* 0.05 
7 50.10       Satt463*    
7 53.54       Satt245*    
7 56.29       Satt220*    
7 60.05         Satt323* 0.037 
9 30.28 Satt102**  Satt102* Satt102*     Satt102* 0.05 
14 73.21      Satt556*     
14 27.63 Satt126*          
15 34.20      Satt598* Satt598*    
17 99.04       GMHSP179*    
18 4.53    Satt309*     Satt309*  
18 51.69    Satt427*  Satt427*   Satt427* 0.043 
18 52.94 Satt594*     Satt594*   Satt594* 0.035 
18 53.42      Satt303*   Satt303*  
18 76.77      Satt288* Satt288*  Satt288* 0.037 
20 18.50 Satt571****  Satt571**** Satt571****  Satt571**** Satt571****  Satt571****
‡
 0.37 
20 20.34 Satt451****  Satt451**** Satt451****  Satt451**** Satt451****  Satt451****
¶
 0.38 
20 22.84 Satt562****  Satt562**** Satt562****  Satt562**** Satt562****  Satt562****
¶
 0.39 
20 74.26    Sat_418**     Sat_418** 0.034 
† 
Genetic position published by Gregan et al., 1999. 
‡ 








Refers to previously reported markers for seed oil by Jun et al., 2006. 
¶ 
Refers to previously reported markers for seed oil by Rodrigues et al., 2010. 







Table 12. Mean effect of SSR (simple sequence repeat) marker alleles on seed oil content in 242 and 214 RIL derived from population 










Pop-1 (R05-638 x R05-1415) 
 



















Satt614 20 3915962 17.70 17.70 0.81 0.39      <0.0001 
Satt419 20 1891452 17.69 17.69 0.77 0.33      <0.0001 
Satt451 20 1692987 17.67 17.67 0.79 0.35  18.61 17.67 0.94 0.38 <0.0001 
Satt562 20 1888712 17.68 17.68 0.78 0.33  18.60 17.66 0.94 0.39 <0.0001 
Satt571 20 1291809      18.61 17.68 0.93 0.37 <0.0001 






 High oil parent  R05-638 allelic effect. 
¶ 
Low oil  parent  R05-1415 allelic effect. 
#
 High oil parent  R05-4256 allelic effect. 
††
 Low oil parent V97-1346 allelic effect. 
‡‡







Table 13. Single marker (single nucleotide polymorphism, SNP) analysis of variance for seed oil 
content in 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from V97-1346 x R05-4256 (population 2) 
evaluated in 5 environments. 
 
     
 






































ss245801101 6 1911440 <0.05 0.10 
ss245804042 6 2519577 <0.05 0.07 
ss248303454 14 9503734 <0.05 0.07 
ss248332214 14 13207879 <0.05 0.07 
ss248342218 14 14885801 <0.05 0.09 
ss248353165 14 18501685 <0.05 0.11 
ss248356256 14 19268143 <0.05 0.11 
ss248385642 14 28261685 <0.05 0.13 
ss250327854 20 3759454 <0.0001 0.40 
ss250339089 20 4730717 <0.0001 0.43 
ss250363066 20 11483306 <0.0001 0.43 
ss250399120 20 23485861 <0.0001 0.48 
ss250404872 20 24382724 <0.0001 0.50 
ss250420507 20 26707974 <0.0001 0.52 
ss250446359 20 30190840 <0.0001 0.57 








Table 14. Mean effect of significant single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker alleles on seed 





 R05-4256 V97-1346 Allelic diff.
 ‡
 
ss245801101 6a 17.90 18.36 -0.46 
ss245804042 6a 17.97 18.38 -0.41 
Average    -0.44 
ss248303454 14 18.41 17.97 0.44 
ss248332214 14 18.45 17.97 0.48 
ss248342218 14 18.48 17.94 0.54 
ss248353165 14 18.52 17.92 0.60 
ss248356256 14 18.52 17.93 0.59 
ss248385642 14 18.55 17.93 0.62 
Average    0.55 
ss250447161 20 18.86 17.62 1.24 
ss250446359 20 18.86 17.60 1.26 
ss250420507 20 18.84 17.60 1.24 
ss250404872 20 18.84 17.60 1.24 
ss250399120 20 18.79 17.60 1.19 
ss250363066 20 18.72 17.61 1.11 
ss250339089 20 18.70 17.61 1.09 
ss250327854 20 18.68 17.61 1.07 










Table 15. Average monthly temperature ℃ in Argentina in 2010, Stuttgart and Keiser in 2011 and 
2012. 
 
Location Year Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 
Cordoba, Argentina, 2010 24.4 22 22.4 20.5 18.8 
 
 Jun July Aug Sep Oct 
Stuttgart, AR, USA 2011 30.2 29.5 28.3 21.6 16.6 
Keiser, AR, USA 2011 28.3 29.5 28.0 21.3 15.9 
Stuttgart, AR, USA 2012 26.2 29.3 27.2 23.3 15.4 









Figure 1. Frequency distribution of seed oil content of 242 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived 
from R05-1415 (P2) x R05-638 (P1) (Population 1) evaluated in 5 environments. 
P1 P2 
P1 P2 





Figure 2. Frequency distribution of seed oil content of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived 



































Figure 3. Composite interval mapping of 242 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 (population 1) for seed 
oil content on chromosome 20 by simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers across 5 environments.  
Stuttgart, 2012 Keiser, 2012 Combined data 






























Figure 4. Composite interval mapping of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-4256 x V97-1346 for seed oil content on 
chromosome 20 by simple sequence repeat (SSR)  and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) across 5 environments.
Argentina, 2010 Stuttgart, 2011 Keiser, 2011 

































Figure 5. Composite interval mapping of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-4256 x V97-1346 for seed oil content on 
chromosome 6a by simple sequence repeat (SSR) across 5 environments. 


































Figure 6. Composite interval mapping of 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-4256 x V97-1346 for seed oil content on 
chromosome 14 by single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers in 5 environments. 
Argentina, 2010 Stuttgart, 2011 Keiser, 2011 







Table 16. Summary of oil quantitative trait loci (QTL) detected in 242 and 214 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) derived from R05-1415 





















roila 1 20 Satt451-Satt614 1692987-3915962 24.1 0.33 
roil 2 20 ss250447161-ss250327854 3759454-30346168 10.9 0.28 
New QTL       
roil1 2 6a ss245801101-ss245804042 1911440-2519577 2.5 0.17 

















In this study, soybean protein and oil QTL were identified and confirmed with two mapping 
populations consisting of 242 and 214 RIL derived from R05-1415 x R05-638 (Population 1) and 
V97-1346 x R05-4256 (Population 2), respectively. F2-derived lines from 3 generations were 
grown in 3 locations and 3 years to measure protein and oil content. Genotyping was done with F2 
plants using two molecular marker systems, SSR and SNP.  
QTL mapping confirmed the same major protein QTL on chromosome 20 in population 1 and 
2, accounting for 38% and 25% variation in protein content, respectively. This QTL from high 
protein parent would contribute approximately 2.5% higher protein, but decrease oil content by 
1.18%. Coincidentally, one major oil QTL was identified and confirmed in the same region on 
chromosome 20 in both populations, accounting for 28-33% variation in oil content. This QTL 
exhibited pleiotropic and opposite effect on seed protein and oil content, thus resulting in a strong 
negative correlation between the two traits.  
A minor protein QTL on chromosome 14 was also identified in population 2 with marginally 
significant LOD, accounting for 11% variation in protein content. This QTL was also associated 
with oil content, accounting for 13% variation in oil content. Likewise, this QTL has opposite 
effects on protein and oil content. However, a novel oil QTL on chromosome 6a was identified in 
population 2, accounting for 17% variation in oil content. This oil QTL is independent of any 
protein QTL, causing no negative effect on seed protein which is very valuable when breeders 
attempt to pyramid it with other oil QTL to increase seed oil content. It is also valuable for 
breeders to combine this QTL with protein QTL in attempt to increase both protein and oil content. 
The major protein and oil QTL identified on chromosome 20 in both populations was 




across genetic backgrounds and environments. Therefore, this common and stable QTL can be 
used in marker assisted selection in any soybean breeding programs. However, the opposite effect 
of this QTL on protein and oil content may make it difficult to improve both traits simultaneously 
by using this QTL and linked markers in breeding selection. Therefore, it is very important to 
identify QTL that have independent effect on protein and oil and QTL that have positively effects 
on both traits. This would allow for simultaneous improvement of both traits or improvement of 
one trait without expenses of the other. In this study, the oil QTL on chromosome 6a identified in 
population 2 may be the ideal QTL for soybean breeding program. However, research is needed to 
confirm previously reported QTL across genetic backgrounds and environments, and more 
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